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ABSTRACT 
 
Many riparian restoration projects in the western United States have not implemented 
monitoring plans. This lack of wildlife monitoring has resulted in a loss riparian ecosystem 
services and missed opportunities to conserve them. Data collected from wildlife monitoring 
assists researchers, policymakers, and stakeholders in efficiently allocating time and resources to 
improve the effectiveness of resource management. This paper discusses the level of feasibility 
and practicality as a sum of the benefits, limitations, and financial costs for each of the following 
mammal and avian monitoring methods: wildlife camera trapping, GPS devices, mark-recapture, 
fecal DNA surveying, circular plot point counts, mist-net transects and bird-banding, transect 
counts, and nest monitoring. The main objectives of wildlife monitoring include gaining data in 
species presence, absence and distribution, relative population abundance, and factors that 
influence population trends and dynamics. Wildlife camera trapping is the most ideal method to 
assess mammal species presence, absence, and distribution. Fecal DNA surveying is the most 
suitable method for quantifying relative mammal population abundance for latrine species and 
mark-recapture is the most suitable for non-latrine species. GPS devices in the form of radio-
transmitting implants are the ideal method for assessing factors influencing population dynamics 
for newly born and juvenile mammals, whereas radio collars are suitable for assessing factors 
influencing population trends and dynamics for adult mammal individuals. For avian monitoring, 
circular plot point counts are the most suitable method to assess bird species presence, absence, 
distribution, and relative population abundance and nest monitoring is the most feasible method 
for assessing factors that influence avian population trends and dynamics. Ultimately, successful 
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SECTION 1.0 INTRODUCTION 
 
 Riparian ecosystems are one of the most biologically diverse and productive communities 
found in the western United States (Luther et al. 2008). Riparian ecosystems are formally known 
as communities dominated by vegetation such as trees or shrubs adjacent to subsurface water 
sources (Skagen et al. 2005). These communities occupy less than two percent of the western 
United States landscape; however, they provide countless ecosystem services that benefit human 
and biotic communities (Poff et al. 2012). The ecological functions provided by these 
ecosystems include flood control, water purification, recreation, and wildlife habitat for 
mammals and birds. Riparian ecosystems are essential to the survival for a wide range of wildlife 
species since they provide access to food, water, and shelter (Catterall et al. 2007). 
Approximately 60% of all vertebrate species found within the Southwest and the Great Basin are 
only found in riparian habitats (Poff et al. 2012). The reliance of species on riparian ecosystems 
varies; however, certain specialized organisms may remain in riparian ecosystems throughout 
their lifetimes while other species may only sporadically visit the corridors (Catterall et al. 2007). 
Understanding the ways in which biological communities respond to changes in the environment 
reveals a lot about the effectiveness of restoration and conservation projects. Thus, it is critical to 
monitor valuable habitats such as riparian ecosystems that provide multiple watershed benefits 
and support high biodiversity and productivity (Poff et al. 2012). 
Riparian ecosystems have undergone major devastation of as a result of diverting, 
damming, grazing, mining, and fragmenting river habitats to satisfy the demands of the 
population growth (Gardner et al. 1999; Poff et al. 2012). Diverting rivers and over pumping 
groundwater in riparian plains for agricultural purposes has compromised water quality and 
depleted fresh water reserves (Poff et al. 2012). Human impacts inflicted on riparian corridors 
change the natural hydrologic and geomorphic characteristics. Approximately less than 1% of 
riparian ecosystems in the western United State’s remain intact (Queheillalt and Morrison 2006). 
As a result of dwindling healthy riparian ecosystems, it is to be expected that the vast majority of 
wildlife would be greatly impacted. In response, conservation managers and policy-makers have 
attempted to implement environmental management protocols to monitor wildlife. Wildlife 
monitoring is a useful tool as it is a compilation of evidence that can accurately gauge population 
statistics and trends at specific sites (Bisbal 2001). However, A study in 2005 revealed that only 
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10% of riparian restoration projects in the United States have implemented monitoring plans 
(Golet et al. 2013). The lack of wildlife monitoring has resulted in a loss riparian ecosystem 
services and missed opportunities to conserve them.  
A key challenge in implementing wildlife monitoring plans is finding a suitable 
monitoring technique that will satisfy the project objectives for the target species with the 
resource available. Conservation managers face the obstacle of finding feasible monitoring 
approaches that will successfully gauge and document the performance of resource management 
efforts (Kus and Beck, 2001). Monitoring protocols have to be logistically feasible while 
effectively identifying changes occurring in wildlife populations (Beck et al. 2008). Despite the 
amount of research and development conducted in wildlife conservation, there is still a low 
percentage of monitoring protocols in place (Klein et al. 2007). Restoration, conservation, and 
mitigation projects of all scales do not utilize the opportunity to integrate effective wildlife 
monitoring methods to determine the effectiveness of the project (Golet et al. 2013). Bisbal 
(2001) suggested that riparian monitoring plans fail to implement an ecological management 
framework, which would define the monitoring objectives that provide guidance in achieving 
restoration success. The main reason for the lack of improvement in restoration projects is due to 
the absence of monitoring programs that can effectively evaluate post-project successes and 
failures (Klein et al. 2007). Nonetheless, conservation managers must design effective 
management protocols that combat these obstacles in order to successfully monitor wildlife. If 
conservation managers continue to conduct monitoring protocols without proper management 
guidance, existing wildlife monitoring will remain insufficient and ineffective (Bisbal 2001). 
Furthermore, one of the key purposes of wildlife monitoring is to provide researchers, 
policy-makers, and stakeholders with the opportunity to improve the effectiveness of future 
projects by allocating their time and resources more efficiently (Beck et al. 2010). Data derived 
from monitoring serves as valuable guides for conservation managers during the decision-
making process in implementing resource management protocols. (Gardner et al. 1999; Bisbal 
2001; Barrows et al. 2005). The objectives of monitoring plans frame what the researchers are 
trying to attain, which will ultimately dictate the focus of the prescribed monitoring efforts. The 
typical goals and objectives of wildlife monitoring includes gaining data in species presence, 
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absence, and distribution, relative population abundance, and factors that influence population 
trends and dynamics.  
In addition, there are three main types of monitoring protocols including effectiveness 
monitoring, baseline monitoring, and trend monitoring. Effectiveness monitoring is utilized to 
assess whether or not the objectives of management projects are met over time (Bisbal 2001). An 
example of when conservation managers can apply effectiveness monitoring is when they plan to 
restore a heavily degraded site with the intent for native wildlife species to return. Thus, the 
monitoring objective would be to assess the presence, absence, and distribution of the target 
wildlife species. Monitoring the return of native species will assess the effectiveness of the 
restoration project. Next, baseline monitoring is used to initially catalog current conditions of a 
specific site prior to and after the implementation of a management protocol (Bisbal 2001). 
Baseline monitoring is typically applied when collecting preliminary data for species presence, 
absence, and distribution as well as relative population abundance for a new site (Gardner et al. 
1999). Essentially, baseline data is useful for creating statistical comparisons of pre- and post-
project site conditions (Coe 2013). And lastly, trend monitoring entails recording the current 
state of a designated region over extended periods of time (Bisbal 2001). Trend monitoring can 
be applied for long-term wildlife monitoring plans that aim to quantify relative population 
abundance or to assess factors that influence population trends and dynamics. All of these forms 
of wildlife monitoring are critical for assessing wildlife within riparian ecosystems. 	  
Aside from the objectives, monitoring projects must also establish success criteria as an 
endpoint for conservation managers to achieve. A suitable wildlife monitoring plan is entirely 
contingent on the monitoring objectives and the success criteria. As mentioned above, Klein et 
al. (2007) believed that the main reason for the lack of improvement in restoration projects is due 
to the lack of monitoring programs that evaluate post-project successes and failures. To 
effectively evaluate post-project successes and failures, conservation managers must set success 
criteria that would gauge the accomplishment of the management objectives. Monitoring 
protocols in the past rarely defined their quantifiable success criteria, which have also 
contributed to the lack of proper monitoring guidelines (Golet et al. 2008).  
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Research Question and Subquestions 
This paper will compare the level of feasibility as a sum of the benefits, limitations, and 
financial costs for each wildlife monitoring method. The level of feasibility will be evaluate for 
four mammal and four bird monitoring methods including: wildlife camera trapping, GPS 
devices via radio collars and radio-transmitting implants, mark-recapture, and fecal surveying; 
circular plot point counts, mist-net transects and bird-banding, transect counts, and nest 
monitoring. Moreover, this paper is intended to provide conservation managers with critical 
information necessary to develop effective wildlife monitoring plans for current and future 
riparian management plans. 
In particular, I will address the following research question: What is the most effective 
and successful wildlife monitoring approach in riparian ecosystems of the western United States 
for birds and mammals? 
 
In addition, I will address the following subquestions: 
1. What are the benefits of a specific wildlife monitoring method? (i.e., Does it 
achieve high levels of accuracy, safety, and time and labor-efficiency). 
2. What are the limitations of a specific wildlife monitoring method? (i.e., Does it 
fail to achieve high levels of accuracy, safety, and time and labor-efficiency).  
3. What are the financial costs of resources from each method? 
4. What is the level of feasibility and practicality of each wildlife monitoring method 
as a sum of the benefits, limitations, and costs for each method (Highly feasible, 
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SECTION 2.0 BACKGROUND 
 
SECTION 2.1 Wildlife Camera Trapping 
Wildlife camera trapping is one of the more straightforward approaches in mammal 
monitoring to detect the presence and absence of local species, estimate species diversity, 
relative population abundance, and distribution (Martin 2009). Logistically, remote-sensing 
camera traps are mounted onto tree or rocky substrates facing north to capture any footage of 
mammals exploring the area (Coe 2013). Camera traps are triggered by movement and will 
capture multiple images within the designated visual frame (Coe 2013). Wildlife camera trapping 
has been used to provide an extensive species inventory specific to a site. Wildlife camera 
trapping systems also remain activated throughout the night by emitting infrared light to capture 
the movement and presence of nocturnal mammals. Cameras are oriented facing north to 
minimize any harsh glare or blowouts from sun exposure (Bater et al. 2011). Vegetation must be 
removed from the area to ensure a clear, open shot and to minimize any chances of the camera 
being triggered by movement of vegetation (DeLasaux et al. 1990). This process will save the 
trouble of sorting through and eliminating multiple uninhabited shots of the landscape that were 
falsely triggered from movement induced by wind instead of wildlife. Cameras are typically 
serviced once a month to retrieve photo data and to replace the SD card and batteries (Day et al. 
2016). Once photo data is retrieved, the data analysis begins by uploading the digital files into 
software that allow conservation managers to compile and organize photo data. Metadata such as 
time, date, and location is already included on the image file to simplify data analysis (Alonso et 
al. 2015). Image data analysis compiled from camera trapping systems is intended to gain a 
better understanding of the presence, absence, and distribution of local species.  
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Figure 1: Image data of riparian wildlife individuals captured by wildlife camera traps. 
(Image 1: Left/Row 1: bobcat (Felis rufus); Image 2: Right/Row 1: striped skunk (Mephitis 
mephitis); Image 3: Left/Row 2: raccoon (Procyon lotor); Image 4: Right/Row 2: black-tailed 
deer (Odocoileus hemionus columbianus). Image 5: Left/Row 3: coyote (Canis latrans); and 
Image 6: Right/Row 3: wild turkey (Meleagris gallopavo) (Derugin et al. 2016). 
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SECTION 2.2 GPS Devices: Radio Collars and Radio-Transmitting Implants 
GPS devices in the form of radio collars and radio-transmitting implants are another 
technologically driven approach used in mammal monitoring to assess factors that influence 
population trends and dynamics. GPS devices via radio collars and radio-transmitting implants 
have been utilized to track the movement, abundance, survival, and mortality, resource use, and 
spatial occupancy (Moriarty et al. 2012). Each GPS tracking device, whether in the form of 
radio-collars or radio-transmitting implants, is equipped with high frequency telemetry, which 
gives field biologists the opportunity to track the specific individuals over a wide range in 
distance and terrain (Moriarty et al. 2012). Radio collars are more commonly used on adult 
mammal individuals, whereas radio-transmitting implants are typically applied on juvenile 
mammal individuals.  
In every case, radio-transmitting implants are deployed by initially capturing the juvenile 
individuals to perform the surgical implanting procedure. It is extremely critical that field 
biologist take a vigilant approach in capturing young mammals. There must be constant 
communication between the field researchers and the team of veterinarians. The field researchers 
are in charge of tracking the mother as she leaves her young in order to signal to the team of 
veterinarians that they may proceed with handling and executing the surgical procedures. Once 
mammals are captured, veterinarians typically take less than 10 minutes to perform implant 
procedures using effective anesthetics to reduce overall animal stress of the captured individuals 
(Moriarty et al. 2012). Once the GPS device has been implanted in the mammal, they are 
released back in the same exact location of where they were captured before the mother returns.  
In order to fit radio collars on adult mammals, field biologists use a variety of small and 
large live trapping mechanisms such as pitfall, Sherman, and Tomahawk double door traps 
(Hamilton et al. 2010). Capturing larger mammal species such as fox (Vulpes), mountain lion( 
Puma concolor), and elk (Cervus canadenisis), may require the use of large cages or net guns 
and individuals must be sedated in order to perform radio collar fittings (Clements et al. 2011; 
Sargeant et al. 2014). Pitfall traps are more commonly used to trap small rodents like shrews and 
mice or reptiles and amphibians species (Martin 2009). The mechanism used in pitfall traps 
consists of a sequence of bucket-like traps dug into the ground, which channels the individual 
into the bucket (Martin 2009). Sherman live traps incorporate a metal folding box-like structure 
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with a door that slides down when the mammal steps inside and onto the trigger plate (Martin 
2009). And lastly, Tomahawk live traps can come in small to large sizes and are metal cage-like 
traps. Baiting the traps with food such as apples, rolled oats, millets, seeds, and molasses 
increases the amount of captures in the monitoring area (Longland 2012; Hamilton et al. 2010). 
Both forms of GPS devices require field biologists to recapture the target mammals to update 
batteries before battery failure in order to further continue the monitoring study.  
 
 
Figure 2: Photos of GPS devices in the form of radio collars and radio transmitting 
implants. (Top/Left) Photo of two different sized radio collars (Photo from: 
www.backcountrytaxidermy.com). (Top/Right) Photo of a gray wolf (Canis lupus) fitted with a 
radio collar (Photo from: https://fineartamerica.com/featured/gray-wolf-radio-collar-canis-lupus-
martin-grosnick.html). (Bottom/Left) Field veterinarian performs implant surgery in mountain 
lion kittens in the Santa Monica Mountains (Moriarty et al. 2012). (Bottom/Right) Field 
biologists from the Washington Fish and Wildlife Department Wildlife sedated and fitted a GPS 
radio collar on a wolf (Photo from: www.spokesman.com/stories/2014/mar/09/wolf-47-works-
full-time-for-washington-wildlife/). 
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SECTION 2.3 Mark-Recapture 
Mark-recapture is one of the most commonly used forms of mammal monitoring to 
quantify relative population abundance (Queheillalt and Morrison 2006). Traditionally, mark-
recapture has been used for studies that seek population estimates on terrestrial and aquatic 
rodents, deer, and carnivore populations in riparian ecosystems (Martin 2009). Similar to the 
preliminary procedures of GPS devices, mark-recapture uses various live trapping mechanisms 
such as pitfall, Sherman, and Tomahawk double door traps to capture mammal species. The 
amount of nights for mammal capturing varies between studies but ranges between 1-5 
consecutive nights (Queheillalt and Morrison 2006). Traps are typically placed and baited in 
study transects or stations no less than 10 meters apart (Queheillalt and Morrison 2006; Golet et 
al. 2011). Since the majority of riparian species are nocturnal, field biologists will set the traps in 
the early evening and revisit them the next morning to record and mark all the species that have 
been captured (Longland 2012). Field biologists record essential data including species type, 
mass, sex, weight, reproductive condition, and location of the captured mammal (Falck et al. 
2003). Once the field biologists or surveyors have logged the data, the captured mammals are 
then marked. Nietfeld et al. (1996) highlighted the seven desirable criteria for marking 
techniques, which includes: inflicts minimal pain, produces no harmful impacts on mammal 
survival, entails high retention rates, markings are recognizable, low labor, easy to assemble, and 
are cost-effective. Common marking techniques include temporary dyes on their fur, ear tagging, 
and clipping of the nail or fur as seen in Figure 3 (Queheillalt and Morrison 2006; Falck et al. 
2003). The ear tag method is more commonly seen for mammals of larger size or with sizable ear 
surface area to ensure the tag will remain safely secured for the duration of the study (Orell 
2004).  
The next round of captures are then conducted to quantify population size by comparing 
the ratio between recaptured mammals to newly captured mammals using statistical models 
known as generalized estimation equations (GEEs) (Longland 2012). This allows biologists to 
estimate the relative population abundance pertaining to specific sites (Longland 2012).  
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Figure 3: Photos of mark-recapture methods. (Top/Left) Field surveyor marking a Sherman 
live traps used for mark-recapture procedures to capture small riparian mammals. (Top/Right) 
Field surveyor setting up Sherman live traps to sample small riparian mammals (Martin 2009). 
(Bottom/Left) Deer individual marked with a numeric identification in the form of an ear tag 
(Photo from: www.cckoutfitters.com/pages/deer-info). (Bottom/Right) Field surveyor is applying 
a temporary non-toxic marker on the abdomen of the captured male shrew individual. (Top/Left 
and Bottom/Right photos from: http://con102.blogspot.com/2014/07/small-mammal-trapping-
techniques-for.html). 	  
 
SECTION 2.4 Fecal DNA Surveying 
Fecal DNA surveying is a noninvasive approach used to monitor the relative population 
abundance, habitat use, and distribution of aquatic and terrestrial mammals in riparian 
ecosystems. Genotyping analysis of fecal DNA samples provide very detailed data regarding the 
species individual’s sex, prey source, genotypic characteristics (Brzeski et al. 2013). Genotyping 
analysis is the extraction of genomic DNA from fecal samples to identify the specific alleles of 
an individual within a population. DNA extraction is conducted using tools such as QIAamp 
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DNA Stool Mini Kits in a laboratory (Godwin et al. 2015). During the scat collection process, 
samples are indicated as “fresh” if deposited within one day and are indicated as “old” for fecal 
samples collected within 2 to 6 days of deposition due to DNA degradation (Mowry et al. 2011). 
Freshness classifications are derived based on factors including sample moisture, content, and 
appearance (Mowry et al. 2011). Once samples have been collected and recorded, they are kept 
in separate impermeable bags and are stored and refrigerated at -20 degrees Celsius (Godwin et 
al. 2015; Mowry et al. 2011). Depending on each study, field biologist will return to the same 
sites several times during the sampling season to recollect new samples. The recollection of fecal 
samples allows field researchers to conduct mark-recapture estimates based on the ratio between 
fecal samples of newly found individuals compared to the fecal samples of individuals already 
identified (Godwin et al. 2015).  
Ultimately, fecal DNA surveying can determine relative population abundance estimates 
of a mammal species by totaling the amount of individual genotypes collected and identified 
within each sampling site (Mowry et al. 2011). Several studies have quantified relative 
population abundance of the North American river otters (Lontra canadensis) via scat surveys 
per latrine site (Lomolino and Perault 2001; Roberts et al. 2008; Mowry et al. 2011; Brzeski et 
al. 2013; Stansbury et al. 2014; Godwin et al. 2015; Day et al. 2016). Latrine systems are 
communal areas where mammal individuals within the same species deposit fecal matter. 
Detector dogs are also utilized in fecal DNA surveying to locate fecal matter deposited by 
mammal individuals. Scat detector dogs have been utilized to locate fecal samples in study sites 
for kit foxes and bears at a faster rate (Martin 2009; Figure 4).  
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Figure 4: Photos of fecal DNA surveying methods. (Left) Julianne Ubigau from Conservation 
Canines uses a scat detection dog for fecal DNA surveying to find bobcat scat samples (Photo 
from: http://www.spokesman.com/stories/2015/jul/05/scat-sniffing-dogs-unleashing-wildlife-
science/). (Right) River otters perched on a rock in Benbow, California (Photo from 
http://www.riverotterecology.org/otter-blog).  
 
SECTION 2.5 Circular Plot Point Counts 
Circular plot point counts are the most widely used form of avian monitoring to assess 
species presence, absence, and distribution as well as estimate relative abundance and species 
richness (Ralph et al. 1993; Nur et al. 1999; Whitworth et al. 2007). Out of the 38 studies used to 
evaluate avian monitoring methods in this paper, 19 studies used point count methods to study 
the composition and abundance of avian species (Rigney et al. 1989; Dobkin and Rich 1998; 
Bryce et al. 2002; Norvell et al. 2003; Skagen et al. 2005; Lehmkuhl et al. 2007; Gardali et al. 
2006; Klein et al. 2007; Luther et al. 2008; Golet et al. 2008; Crosbie et al. 2011; Golet et al. 
2011; Latif et al. 2012; Mcfarland et al. 2012; Venier et al. 2012; Vance et al. 2013; Young et al. 
2013; Gilbert et al. 2013; Ladin et al. 2016). As seen in Figure 5 below, field biologists conduct 
avian point counts by observing bird individuals of designated survey sites within 50 meters of a 
360-degree circle. Bird observers must record and identify all visual citings or vocal callings of 
bird individuals detected 50 meters within the circle for 3-10 minutes (Ralph et al. 1993; 
Whitworth et al. 2007). Circular plot for point counts are spaced 200-250 meters apart and are 
conducted during dawn throughout the breeding seasons (Ralph et al. 1993; Gardali et al. 2006; 
Luther et al. 2008; Golet et al. 2008; Golet et al. 2011). Field biologists follow the procedure of 
waiting one minute upon arrival to allow bird individuals to acclimate to human presence before 
beginning their circular plot point counts (Lehmkuhl et al. 2007; Crosbie et al. 2011; Mcfarland 
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et al. 2012). There are two forms of circular plot point counts including fixed-radius circular plot 
point count and variable-radius circular plot point counts. If the objective of a study is to acquire 
relative abundance estimates on bird species densities, then the field biologists are refrained to 
only accounting for bird individuals found within a designated radius from the fixed survey point 
(Whitworth et al. 2007). This method is referred to as fixed-radius circular plot point count. 
Fixed-radius circular plot counts are one of the more simple approaches to bird monitoring 
because it only requires observers to record any bird individual seen or heard in the established 
radius of a circular plot for 10 minutes (Ladin et al. 2016). The bird individuals must be within 
50 meters of the central point in order to be included in the survey (Crosbie et al. 2011). Most 
studies referenced in this paper established fixed radius circular plots of 50 meters from the 
center of the plot point (Skagen et al. 2005; Gardali et al. 2006). However, variable-radius 
circular plot point counts have an unlimited distance of observation and can also be conduct 
within a 10-minute period (Rigney 1989). Variable-radius circular plot point counts generally 
detects a greater number of bird species and bird individuals since it is not limited to a fixed 
distance from the center of the plot point like fixed radius circular plot counts (Ralph et al. 
1997). Species richness is measured as a direct count of the number of species present at each 
variable circular plot (Lehmkuhl et al. 2007).  
There are slight differences between variable-radius circular plot point counts and fixed-
radius circular plot point count. The main difference is that variable-radius circular plot point 
counts are more difficult to conduct compared to fixed-radius circular plot point counts because 
the field observers must estimate the distance between the bird individuals and the plot point 
(Rigney et al. 1989; Ralph et al 1997; Siegel 2000). Field observers derive distance estimations 
by using rangefinders or by placing field distance markers and stakes as indicators for to estimate 
the distance between the plot point and each detected bird individual (Lehmkuhl et al. 2007). 
Both of these types of point count surveying are commonly used; however, the main difference is 
that fixed-radius circular plot point counts are restricted to less range of cover (Ralph et al. 
1997).    
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Figure 5: Example of fixed-radius circular plot point counts. 
Fixed-radius circular plot point counts are used to estimate bird population abundance within 50 
meters of a 360-degree circle (Whitworth et al. 2007). 
 
SECTION 2.6 Mist-Net Transects & Bird-Banding 
Mist netting and bird banding is used to track bird abundance, post-fledging success, and 
behavioral characteristics over time (Ralph et al. 1993; Siegel 2000). The banding mechanism 
used in this method includes attaching a colored band with a numeric identification to the leg of 
the bird. Prior to banding individual birds, field biologists must initially capture individuals with 
a technique known as mist netting. Mist-nets are large (approximately 30-36 mm in diameter), 
black nets with deep pockets that act like a shield to capture, record, and band the birds that fly 
into the study area (Ralph et al. 1993). Mist netting is typically conducted during the breeding 
season months each year, for one hour, also referred to as “net-hour” (Ralph et al. 1993). The 
standard mist-net is approximately 12 meters in length and 2.5 meters in height (Ralph et al. 
1993). Field biologists record valuable data including age, sex, weight, reproductive, and 
migratory status of each bird captured within the mist-net transects to assess relative abundance, 
post-fledging success, and survivorship (Rigney et al. 1989). Once the field biologist identifies, 
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measures, and records the statistical data of the captured birds, each bird is assigned a band with 
a numeric form of identification from the U.S Geological Survey (Latta et al. 2012) or standard 
bands from the U.S Fish and Wildlife Service (Golet et al. 2011). Essentially, bird banding and 
mist netting follows the general principals of mark-recapture by capturing bird individuals, 
marking them with individual bands, releasing them, and then repeating the cycle.  
 
 
Figure 6: Photos of mist-net transects and bird-banding methods. (Top/Left) Cedar 
Waxwing (Bombycilla cedrorum) caught within a mist net (Photo from: 
http://leesonphoto.photoshelter.com/image/I0000wEUv2GtktmE). (Top/Right) Bird individual is 
marked and identified with individual band (Photo from: www.riverhub.org/events/bird-banding-
at-coldwater-spring-may-23). (Bottom/Left) Captured bird individual is being assessed and 
marked with individual band (Photo from: www.villagerpublishing.com/71932/news/bird-
banding-season-soars-into-audubon-nature-center/). (Bottom/Right) Field surveyors setting up 
mist net transects (Photo from: www.hawaii.edu/gk-12/evo/wkuntz.htm). 
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SECTION 2.7 Transect Counts 
 
Transect counts are another commonly used method of avian monitoring due to it’s 
applicable structure that can be implemented for terrestrial, freshwater, and marine ecosystems 
(Gregory et al. 2004; Greene 2012). The objective of transect counts is to assess avian species 
presence, absence, and distribution as well as estimate relative population abundance (Greene 
2012). This method is particularly advantageous for migratory avian species that exist in low 
density and sporadic distribution (Greene 2012). Transect counts consists of two different 
methods including line transects, also referred to as variable-width transects, and strip transects, 
also referred to as fixed-width transects (Siegel 2000). Both types of transect counts are 
frequently applied forms of avian monitoring along with circular plot point counts (Whitworth et 
al. 2007). Similar to circular plot point counts, line transects and strip transects also follow the 
general principal of recording birds visually seen or heard along a designated linear course 
(Siegel 2000; Gregory et al. 2004). Transects counts and circular plot point counts share many 
similar attributes and principles regarding the procedures of avian monitoring. Essentially, field 
observers walk continually to record bird individuals or groups bird species along both sides of 
the marked linear path (Gregory et al. 2004). Avian surveyors are highly trained experts at 
vocalization and visual identification for avian populations local within the study site (Gregory et 
al. 2004).  
With most line transects counts, observers are responsible for obtaining the estimated 
distance perpendicular to the transect line at which each bird individual was first sited (Siegel 
2000; Gregory et al. 2004). Distance estimations can be derived from a range-finder or by 
placing field markers and stakes at 50 meter intervals, posts, or colored tape perpendicular to the 
line transect to signify distance (Dobkin and Rich 1998; Gregory et al. 2004; Figure 7). The 
purpose of estimating distance of detected bird individuals from the transect line is to plot the 
distribution of the total amount of bird individuals seen or heard onto a data sheet. In 
comparison, strip transects do not require field observer to estimate the distance of spotted bird 
individual as they are operated within fixed boundaries of approximately 50-150 meters on both 
sides of the transect line (Siegel 2000; Lacher 2008; Dobkins and Rich 1998, Figure 7). 
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Figure 7: Images of transect counts method. (Left) Example of a strip transect count used to 
assess bird population abundance (Whitworth et al. 2007). (Right) Example of a strip transect 
count using meter markers (Dobkins and Rich 1998). 
 
SECTION 2.8 Nest Monitoring 
Aside from the three other methods that assess avian population abundance, nest 
monitoring is a method utilized to assess factors that influence population trends and dynamics. 
Nest monitoring can assess demographic factors such population trends including avian 
survivorship, annual productivity, and life stages or cycles of breeding bird pairs or individuals 
within a study site (Siegel 2000). Nest monitoring is critical because it tracks the reproductive 
success rates of nesting attempts and fledging of young bird individuals while examining the 
threats causing nest failures for particular survey locations (Nur et al. 1999; Siegel 2000; Golet et 
al. 2008). Nest success and failures have been assessed based off of factors such as nest stage, 
weather, patch size, edge effect, brood parasitism, and site characteristics (Hetzel and Earnst 
2006). According to Nur et al. (1999), nesting stages are separated into three main phases 
including the laying of the egg(s), incubation, and nestling. During the egg-laying term, the field 
researcher will visit the nest every 2-4 days to observe adult birds returning to their nest to begin 
laying eggs. The incubation and nestling term is monitored using a mirror pole, miniature 
camera, or binoculars, as it can be potentially disruptive for bird observers to come in close 
contact with the nests (Ellis et al. 2009). Nest monitoring evaluates all three phases of nesting to 
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conclude the nesting success of bird individuals. Typically, nest success is visually confirmed if 
at least one young was fledged per nest (Martin and Roper 1988). Nest failures are confirmed if 
nests are uninhabited, damaged, contains visible signs of predation or parasitism, mother 
abandoned the nest with eggs or nestlings present, or if females unsuccessfully incubated eggs 
and were infertile due to climatic or anthropogenic disruptions (Ellis et al. 2009). Once nests are 
either declared as successful or unsuccessful, field observers measure the characteristics of each 
nest site to determine the cause for either result (Martin and Roper 1988). This allows field 
observers to gain insight on the best suitable nesting substrates, distance from the ground, and 




Figure 8: Photos of nest monitoring methods. (Top/Left) Mother American Robin (Turdus 
migratorius) feeds her nestlings (Photo from: https://mdc.mo.gov/conmag/2017-
04/what%E2%80%99s-nest). (Top/Right) Bird observer monitors bird-nesting site from a 
distance (Photo from: www.sbcondors.com/sb-zoo-condors/nest-monitoring/). (Bottom/Left)  
Olive-backed sunbird returning to her nest to feed her nestling (Photo from: 
www.dreamstime.com/royalty-free-stock-image-olive-backed-sunbird-image1063346). 
(Bottom/Right) Red shoulder hawk nest with two nestlings (Photo from: 
https://marciabonta.wordpress.com/2016/10/04/winter-hawks/). 
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SECTION 3.0 METHODS 
 
This paper focuses on various wildlife monitoring techniques that have been applied in 
riparian ecosystems on the western United States. The level of feasibility for each wildlife 
monitoring method is based on the sum of benefits, limitations, and financial costs from each 
mammal monitoring and bird monitoring method. The various benefits and limitations are 
assessed on factors including accuracy, safety, and efficiency. The level of accuracy is based off 
of the amount of assumptions, risk of bias, and percent error. Safety ratings are assessed on the 
level of harm or risk inflicted on the field researchers and the mammal or bird of study. And the 
level of efficiency is derived based on the amount of time, labor and maintenance required to 
conduct each method. The financial costs have been measured as a separate entity since access to 
funding varies between agencies and stakeholders.  
I chose to assess the objectives of monitoring species presence, absence, and distribution, 
relative population abundance, and factors influencing population trends and dynamics since 
these were the three most common monitoring objectives found in the literature. In my paper, I 
defined the monitoring objectives that assess species presence, absence, and distribution as 
studies that aim to acquire a species inventory at specific sites. I described monitoring objectives 
that aim to quantify relative population abundance as studies that focus on estimating and 
counting individuals within a population. And lastly, I portrayed monitoring objectives that seek 
to understand factors influencing population trends and dynamics as studies that assess aspects 
including movement (immigration and emigration), survival rates, mortality rates, and the cause 
of fatality (biological, environmental, anthropogenic). The reason I do not address the objective 
of assessing population trends over time is because the best approach for this objective is to use 
the same methods that quantifies relative population abundance. The only difference is that 
assessing population trends over time would measure the relative population abundance 
repeatedly over time. Thus, I chose to focus on the objective of interpreting factors that causes 
population trends and dynamics instead of assessing population trends and dynamics over time. 
In order to conduct my analysis on the various wildlife monitoring techniques, I have 
referred to approximately 87 resources including case studies and research articles that apply 
certain monitoring approaches to specific sites as well as handbooks and reports that compare the 
success and drawbacks of the various monitoring approaches. Approximately 57 of the 87 
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sources were scientific articles and the remaining sources included 19 monitoring handbooks, 2 
case studies, and 2 monitoring reports. In addition, the vast majority of studies did not discuss 
the financial costs, thus, I supplied the economic estimates from 7 additional online sources to 
acquire their average estimates for wildlife monitoring equipment. Among the 87 sources used in 
this paper (not including online sources to acquire prices), 57 sources were based on riparian 
ecosystems within the western United States; 10 sources were based within riparian ecosystems 
within the eastern United States; and 13 sources were based within riparian ecosystems 
internationally. 
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SECTION 4.0 BENEFITS AND LIMITATIONS OF MAMMAL MONITORING 
METHODS 
 
SECTION 4.1 Accuracy 
Wildlife Camera Trapping  
It has been known that remote-sensing wildlife camera trapping systems are used to 
successfully detect species activity, presence, absence, and distribution of mammals as well as 
estimate relative population abundance and species richness (Tobler et al. 2008; Martin 2009). 
This method allows researchers to clearly and precisely detect local extinctions and quantify 
species visitation frequency for multiple sites (Steenweg et al. 2017). Local extinctions of 
mammal species can be determined if there is a trend in absence over long periods of time. 
Derugin et al. (2016) claimed that wildlife camera trapping provided clear data to quantify 
relative population abundance and species diversity (Derugin et al. 2016).  
Wildlife camera traps are advantageous for capturing footage of wildlife presences at 
night for nocturnal mammals by emitting infrared light when triggered by movement (Coe 2013). 
Wildlife camera traps offers 24-hour surveillance instead of a time-selective framework for 
mammal monitoring, which increases the level of accuracy by serving as constant eyes to the 
researchers. This method achieves high levels of accuracy by continuously capturing the activity 
of mammals in the absence of human observation. Tobler et al. (2008) reported that wildlife 
camera traps detected and record 86% of the 28 mammalian species known to inhabit the area. 
Thus, more accurate conclusions can be acquired when mammal species are not disturbed by 
human activity. The ability to conduct wildlife monitoring during the day and at night in the 
absence of human presence is an advantage that other forms of mammal monitoring do not offer 
including methods such as mark-recapture and fecal DNA surveying. 
Furthermore, metadata such as time, date, and location is already included on the image 
file to simplify data analysis procedures (Alonso et al. 2015). This eliminates the need for field 
researchers to compile observations or record data that can be incorrectly documented in the 
field. As a result, there is less risk of incorrect data entry seen with wildlife camera trapping 
compared to methods such as mark-recapture and fecal DNA surveying that require field 
surveyors to record vital information on site. Sargeant et al. (2014) was able to successfully gain 
baseline data on the time of arrival and departure, date, group size, and group composition of 
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riparian Elk species by implementing camera traps in Theodore Roosevelt National Park, North 
Dakota.  
Also, remote censored wildlife camera traps are a strong approach to detecting large and 
secretive mammal occupancy (Lomolino and Perault 2001; Logan 2016). Smaller secretive 
mammal species are more challenging to detect with wildlife camera trapping; however, a photo 
will be captured if the camera trigger detects the movement of a mammal individual. As seen in 
Figure 9, field researchers can also combat this challenge by orienting wildlife camera traps 
lower to the ground level to get a clearer view of the smaller secretive mammal species such as 




Figure 9: Wildlife camera trapping systems collecting images on smaller riparian 
mammals. 
(Left) Wildlife camera trap installed low to the ground to capture smaller, secretive mice leaping 
past a Sherman live trap. (Right) Wildlife camera trap installed low to the ground to capture 
smaller, secretive mammals such as a rabbit. (Photos from: 
http://con102.blogspot.com/2014/07/small-mammal-trapping-techniques-for.html). 
 
In addition, wildlife camera trapping methods produce accurate species inventories for 
both latrine species and non-latrine species. Day et al. (2016) compared the accuracy of high-end 
camera trapping systems to that of fecal DNA surveying and concluded that high-end camera 
trapping systems are significantly more reliable. Day et al. (2016) reported that wildlife camera 
trapping systems earned higher performance ratings compared to fecal DNA surveying because 
and the wildlife camera traps resulted in greater monthly detection rates and fewer false detection 
of river otter individuals within the studied latrine systems. Fecal DNA surveying resulted in 20 
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false detections, whereas the wildlife camera traps resulted in false detections of river otters on 
two occasions (Day et al. 2016).  
Wildlife camera trapping is also beneficial when obtaining evidence regarding the 
identification of an individual within a local population, based on indicative external 
characteristics such as unique pelage, coloring, spots, stripes, patches, or scars indicated by the 
camera footage (Alonso et al. 2015). Alonso et al. (2015) identified bobcat individuals by 
comparing photo data that clearly demonstrated the unique pelage characteristics including leg 
and body spots and facial and tail patterns. Identifying mammal individuals shares a similar 
concept to that of mark-recapture by utilizing natural pelage markings as a virtual marking 
technique to quantify relative abundance. Wildlife camera trapping provides researchers with the 
ability to recognize and record a specific individual within a population and its visitation 
frequency by using their distinctive external characteristics. This approach eliminates the task of 
having to physically capture and mark mammal individuals. 
However, there are multiple limitations when implementing wildlife camera trapping 
systems that are worth considering when selecting the most suitable wildlife monitoring 
approach. Although wildlife camera trapping accurately provides a species inventory, that is not 
the case for quantifying relative population abundance. Wildlife camera trapping has the 
capability to estimate relative population abundance by identifying individuals within a 
population; however, there is one main obstacle experienced when using this method. The 
challenge with wildlife camera trapping methods is that it can result in repeat observations of the 
same individuals within a population (Kauffman 2007). Data generated from camera traps are 
difficult to identify species individuals if they do not possess a specific or unique external 
marking or characteristic (Alonso et al. 2015). This challenge limits the ability of identifying 
mammal individuals to those that have distinct external features among its population. Thus, 
wildlife camera trapping is more suitable for assessing species presence, absence, and 
distribution. 
Moreover, the accuracy in wildlife camera trapping systems can be reduced depending on 
the climatic conditions of the study area. For example, the spatial resolution of the camera 
sensors will be compromised in seasons with poor temporal conditions such as high levels of 
cloud cover, humidity, rain, and snow (Bater et al. 2011). Alonso et al. (2015) was unable to 
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identify bobcat individuals from camera data that generated low quality images due to poor 
lighting including sun glare or extreme weather conditions. This is not an issue for geographic 
regions within the western United States that entail somewhat moderate climates; however, 
applying wildlife camera traps may be problematic in regions of the central and eastern United 
States that experience more extreme temporal conditions. The functionality of wildlife camera 
traps is also greatly impacted in tropical regions with high levels of humidity or high probability 
of flooding interferences (Day et al. 2016).  
Camera malfunctions are another risk that would decrease the accuracy and reliability of 
utilizing this mammal monitoring approach (Day et al. 2016). Derugin et al. (2016) reported that 
the camera traps had to be removed from all study sites during time of floods to protect the 
equipment from malfunctions. Day et al. (2016) stated that out of the four studies detecting otter 
populations examined in their paper, three studies claimed that wildlife camera traps resulted in 
poor performances due to camera malfunctions. These camera malfunctions noted in Day et al. 
(2016) were not common in high-end cameras but were in low-end cameras or cameras of early 
model such as Cuddeback Attack, Bushnell Trophy Cam HD, and Bolymedia Scoutgaurd 
SG560D (Olsen et al. 2008; Stevens and Serfass 2008; Lerone et al. 2015). In essence, camera 
malfunction can reduce the level of accuracy, however, it is less likely with high-quality camera 
traps that display significantly higher performance ratings compared to low-end camera traps. 
Another limitation with wildlife camera traps is the potential in collecting biased data due 
to the use of baiting tactics, human disturbances, odor, and the installation of equipment that can 
alter animal behavior (Larrucea et al. 2007). Baiting camera traps with food or scent luring 
products to enhance the probability of detection from visiting mammals is considered to be 
biased. Baiting tactics can attracted and lured outside species into the sample area instead of 
them visiting for natural reasons (Larrucea et al. 2007; Martin 2009; Logan 2016). Logan (2016) 
baited their camera traps to enhance the amount of ground squirrel detections in the Mohave 
Desert; however, their methods presented the risk of producing biased data due to mammals 
being attracted into the study site from adjacent areas (Logan 2016). Also, human disturbance, 
odor, and equipment have the ability to change mammal behavior, which raises the question if 
wildlife camera traps produce erroneous results and detections (Larrucea et al. 2007; Martin 
2009). Larrucea et al. (2007) concluded a decrease in detection of coyotes in areas where 
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cameras with no bait were set up near roads with higher human occurrences compared to trails 
with less human disturbances. However, studies such as the one conducted by Derugin et al. 
(2016), applied sent eliminator to clothes, skin, and shoes in efforts to combat the potential for 
producing erroneous or biased data.  
 
GPS Devices: Radio Collars and Radio-Transmitting Implants 
GPS devices in the form of radio collars and radio-transmitting implants are widely 
adopted for studies that assess factors influencing population trends and dynamics. Both forms of 
GPS devices accurately track the movement, survival, mortality, and cause of fatality for 
monitored individuals (Hamilton et al. 2012; Moriarty et al. 2012; Sargeant et al. 2014). GPS 
devices have given conservation managers the unique opportunity to gather detailed information 
on factors that impact population trends (Moriarty et al. 2012). The most valuable feature 
commonly found with GPS devices includes the detection of mortality. The mortality detector is 
activated when a mammal individual has remained motionless for over a period of six to eight 
hours (Hamilton et al. 2010; Moriarty et al. 2012). The mortality detection component grants 
researchers and biologists the opportunity to accurately assess the cause of death once carcasses 
are retrieve for necropsy (Hamilton et al. 2010). Moriarty et al. (2012) concluded that the four 
observed mortalities in the implanted juvenile mountain lions were killed by adult male lion 
individuals. Thus, field researchers can gain critical insight on determining the threats that 
impact riparian mammal individuals within a population. Field biologist can then determine if 
the cause of fatality was due to biological, environmental, or anthropogenic reasons.  
The second most valuable feature of radio-collars and radio-transmitting implants are that 
they are equipped with high frequency telemetry that maintains constant tracking over an 
expansive geographic range and terrain. Conservation managers have applied both GPS devices 
in studies due to their ability to generate high levels of accuracy in data over a wide geographic 
range regarding the movement of a mammal individual (Moriarty et al. 2012). Understanding the 
factors such as immigration and emigration rates within mammal populations helps conservation 
managers understand population trends and dynamics. Radio collars are beneficial in 
distinguishing the movement patterns between “resident”, “dispersers”, and “migrators” for each 
of the target individuals (Clements et al. 2011). Clements et al. (2011) utilized radio collars to 
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successfully quantify resident white-tailed deer populations and assess their movement patterns 
using the four classifications of movement discussed above. Resident deer were defined as 
individuals of which remained within their annual home base each year if the study. GPS devices 




Aside from the two technologically driven methods discussed above, mark-recapture is a 
direct mammal monitoring approach that produces moderately accurate estimates for relative 
population abundance (Queheillalt and Morrison 2006). More specifically, mark-recapture has 
been applied in studies that seek abundance estimates on terrestrial and aquatic rodents, deer, and 
carnivore populations in riparian ecosystems (Martin 2009). In addition, capturing mammals is 
beneficial to the field biologists because it provides them with concrete data regarding the 
species, mass, sex, weight, reproductive condition, and location (Laerm et al. 1999; Falck et al. 
2003). Longland (2012) successfully used mark-recapture to estimate species richness, residence 
time, and percent survival of small riparian rodent species such as deer mice (Peromyscus), 
montane vole (Microtus montanus), and kangaroo rats (Dipodomys) for a span of three years. 
Longland (2012) utilized direct counts from the number of captured individuals as an index to 
represent small mammal species abundance and occupancy. 
Nonetheless, mark-recapture must fulfill many assumptions in order to achieve a 
sufficiently high level of precision and accuracy in results. The Colorado Division of Wildlife 
reported five major assumptions the mark-recapture models must meet in order to generate high 
levels of accuracy. This first assumption implies that the studied population must be closed 
(Shenk 2005). It is difficult to assume that a population is entirely closed since mammal 
individuals immigrating and emigrating to and from populations. 
Second, the marked mammal individuals must maintain their marking indicators (ear 
tags, temporary dyes, clipped fur or nails) throughout the duration of the study (Shenk 2005). 
Mammal marking indicators such as temporary dyes can be washed off or faded and ear tags 
may fall off or be removed due to external causes. Nietfeld et al. (1996) emphasized seven 
essential criteria for adequate marking techniques including that marking techniques inflicts 
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minimal pain, produces no harmful impacts on mammal survival, entails high retention rates, 
markings are recognizable, low labor, easy to assemble, and are cost-effective. Thus, field 
surveyors are encouraged to follow these guidelines to ensure that marked mammal individuals 
must maintain their marking indicators. 
Also, every marking indicator must be properly recorded for each trapping location, time, 
and date. Mistakes are always a possibility when documenting data and can vary between field 
biologists with diverse mammal monitoring experience (Shenk 2005). Thus, it is critical that the 
field staff is highly trained to minimize risk of error in data entry and to maintain consistency in 
documenting procedures.  
And fourth, each captured mammal has a constant and equal probability during each 
capture interval (Shenk 2005). This assumes that all mammal species and individuals within a 
species have equal chances of being captured, which is highly variable due to differing foraging, 
hunting, and behavioral attributes. Martin (2009) stated that results generated from mark-
recapture methods could be biased due to the limited retention of marking indicators and the 
inconsistency of individual species susceptibility to capture and recapture methods. Risk of 
errors is probable if any four of these assumptions are not adequately satisfied. Therefore, the 
accuracy in riparian mammal population estimates produced by mark-recapture methods may be 
reduced. Conservation managers must consider all these assumption and limitations prior to 
monitoring as they may decrease the accuracy of data generated from mark-recapture methods. 
Aside from meeting these four major assumptions, mark-recapture methods are limited in 
accuracy levels since certain marking techniques, such as ear tags, are not suitable for all 
mammals in riparian ecosystems. Ear tagging methods used to indicate recaptured mammal 
species amongst newly captured mammal species is not applicable to species with small ears 
(Orell 2004). Small eared-mammals such as ground squirrels, mice, beavers, minks, river otters, 
skunks, and other small rodents have a high tendency to lose their assigned ear tags due to 
natural causes (Orell 2004). The loss of ear tags can cause identification implications when field 
biologists are distinguishing the captured and marked mammal individuals among the newly 
captured mammal individuals (Orell 2004). Also, field biologists can have trouble reading the 
information on smaller sized ear tags, which can lead to erroneous data entry of captured species 
statistics (Orell 2004). To reduce the risk of losing identification markers, field biologist should 
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apply temporary dyes or clip the nail and hair instead of ear tags for mammal species with 
smaller ear sizes.  
Another limitation presented by the mark-recapture method is that it can produce biased 
data from baiting live traps. Similar to wildlife camera trapping, baiting each live traps (pitfall, 
Sherman, and Tomahawk double-door traps) with food to enhance the probability of captures 
from visiting mammals is considered to produce biased data. There is a risk of collecting biased 
since baiting the live traps can attract and lure outside mammal individuals into the sample area 
instead of naturally visiting (Logan 2016). Mammals may also be more likely to revisit the sites 
at faster rates, which would misrepresent the natural mammal behavior within the study area. 
The simplest way to avoid the risk of producing biased results is for field biologists to capture 
mammals without the application of baiting techniques. 
 
Fecal DNA Surveying 
Similar to mark-recapture, fecal DNA surveying is a method used in monitoring to derive 
the relative population abundance, habitat use, and distribution. Fecal DNA genotyping has a lot 
of promise to improve the current ways species individuals are identified since this method 
acquires more specific data and ensures higher accuracy ratings (Mowry et al. 2011). Analyzing 
fecal DNA samples provides valuable data on the species individual’s sex, prey source, and 
genotypic characteristics (Brzeski et al. 2013). Studies such as the one conducted by Mowry et 
al. (2011) successfully estimated population size by collecting, testing, and recording the unique 
genotypes found in scat samples per latrine. Several other studies have quantified population size 
of river otters by predicting their abundance via scat surveys per latrines (Lomolino and Perault 
2001; Roberts et al. 2008; Gallant et al. 2007; Jeffress et al. 2011; Brzeski et al. 2013; Stansbury 
et al. 2014; Godwin et al. 2015; Day et al. 2016). These studies have proven that the number of 
fecal deposits positively correlated with the frequency of otter visits for each sample site. The 
main reason wildlife biologists choose this molecular approach for river otters is because 
communal latrines are exposed and easy to survey (Mowry et al. 2011). Day et al. (2016) 
concluded that the number of river otter fecal matter collected at their study site positively 
correlated with the number of otters occupying the sites. Success rates in fecal DNA genotyping 
increase during breeding season since river otters generally maximize their usage of latrines to 
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enhance their scent-marking abilities (Mowry et al. 2011). Ultimately, field biologists have 
utilized the availability of latrine systems to estimate river otter occupancy (Mowry et al. 2011).  
River otter is not the only riparian mammalian species that fecal DNA surveying has been 
used for. Jeffress et al. (2011) implemented fecal DNA surveying for estimating populations of 
species such as the American Mink (Mustela vison), swift fox (Vulpes velox), and coyotes (Canis 
latrans). Another long-term monitoring study achieved high success rates (>92%) in identifying 
Gray wolf (Canis lupus) individuals by collecting a large enough sample size of 193 individuals 
in fecal DNA surveying (Stansbury et al. 2014). The method of fecal DNA genotyping provides 
the most specific data for abundance estimates out of the four methods as it derives information 
regarding the distinct alleles of an individual within a population, whereas wildlife camera 
trapping, GPS devices, and mark-recapture do not.  
There are four major limitations regarding the application of fecal DNA surveying. The 
first limitation with fecal DNA surveying is that it is very species-specific. Fecal DNA surveying 
is generally used to conduct relative population estimates for a limited classification of mammal 
species that use latrine systems. Fecal DNA surveying is also suitable for mammals that display 
elusive behavior (Gallant et al. 2007; Mowry et al. 2011; Brzeski et al. 2013). Communal latrine 
systems used by species such as the North American river otter (Lontra canadensis) and raccoon 
(Procyon lotor) provide the opportunity for field biologists to collect fecal samples in riparian 
ecosystems. Of the 11 fecal DNA studies analyzed in this paper, nine had conducted fecal DNA 
surveying on river otters in riparian ecosystems due to their elusive behavior and their specific 
communal latrine systems (Lomolino and Perault 2001; Gallant et al. 2007; Roberts et al. 2008; 
Jeffress et al. 2011; Mowry et al. 2011; Brzeski et al. 2013; Stansbury et al. 2014; Godwin et al. 
2015; Day et al. 2016). However, there are exceptions to this limitation because Stansbury et al. 
(2014) successfully estimated population abundance for the gray wolf (Canis lupus), and Jeffress 
et al. (2011) estimated population abundance for species such as the American Mink (Mustela 
vison), swift fox (Vulpes velox), and coyotes (Canis latrans). Utilizing detector dogs is a 
common way to help overcome the difficulty of tracking down fresh fecal samples of non-latrine 
riparian mammal species; however, fecal DNA surveying is generally not applied for non-latrine 
mammal species.   
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The second limitation derived from applying fecal DNA surveying is that surveys must 
obtain the freshest samples of fecal matter in order to ensure accuracy. A fresh sample is found 
within one day of it being deposited and the factors of which freshness is contingent on includes 
moisture, content, and appearance (Mowry et al. 2011; Stansbury et al. 2014; Godwin et al. 
2015; Day et al. 2016). The reason being is that the collection of fecal samples are only useful in 
providing genotypic information when they are in a “fresh” state, otherwise the process of DNA 
degradation will occur before the sample can be tested (Mowry et al. 2011). Stansbury et al. 
(2014) reported a substantial decline in fecal DNA genotyping for gray wolf scat that was older 
than three days due to DNA degradation. DNA degradation has led fecal DNA genotyping to be 
problematic in studies that do not collect fecal matter deposited within the first day. 
The third limitation found with the application of fecal DNA surveying is that not all 
mammal individuals within a study site will deposit fecal matter. Also, certain species such as 
rabbits (Oryctolagus cuniculus), pikas (Ochotona), and opossums (Didelphis virginianus), 
display coprophagic trends, meaning they consume feces (Martin 2009). Coprophagic trends 
would allow for missed detection of mammal presence, which would inaccurately depict 
population abundance (Gallant et al. 2007). Gallant et al. (2007) revealed that river otters present 
in their study site might not have deposited fecal remnants throughout the length of river and 
concluded that scat surveys do not serve as an adequate index for river otter monitoring. 
Incorrect rates of detection can arise if mammals visiting the area do not deposit fecal matter 
(Jeffress et al. 2011). This is a prominent monitoring issue for estimating riparian species 
because there is no infallible way for researchers to combat this issue. Field researchers just have 
to assume that there is a risk of individuals not depositing fecal matter during every visit. 
The last limitation of fecal DNA surveying acknowledges that fecal samples cannot be 
collected in extreme conditions of rain, snow, or humidity. The success of accurately genotyping 
fecal samples is contingent on the moisture and humidity levels of its environment, which are 
both high in riparian ecosystems inhabited by river otters (Mowry et al. 2011). Futhermore, 
Mowry et al. (2011) reported that field researchers were unable to collect fecal samples during 
the winter due to unfavorable weather conditions. Extreme weather conditions limits the 
detection ability from field biologist, which hinders the accuracy of fecal DNA surveying 
(Roberts et al. 2008). This is problematic because river otter use of latrine systems significantly 
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increases during breeding season in the winter months (Mowry et al. 2011). Mud, debris, or 
snow during periods of extreme weather events can physically cover fecal samples and reduce 
the probability of visibility and detection (Jeffress et al. 2011). Day et al. (2016) reported that 
extreme snowfall prevented field biologist from attaining fecal samples for one month during the 
duration of the study since the deposited fecal samples were deeply buried under snow.  
 
SECTION 4.2 Safety 
Wildlife Camera Trapping  
Attaining high levels of safety for the field researchers and the target mammals are 
imperative when conducting mammal monitoring techniques. Wildlife camera trapping is the 
least invasive form of mammal monitoring compared to other methods such as mark-recapture or 
GPS devices due to the minimal amount of interference between the researchers and wildlife 
(Bater et al. 2011). This approach is ideal for target species such as large riparian carnivores that 
may be extremely dangerous or difficult to physically handle (Kauffman et al. 2007). Wildlife 
camera trapping methods also reduces the risk of field biologist contracting infectious diseases 
such as rabies (Lyssavirus), hantivirus, and lymes disease (Borreliella burgdorferi), from 
handling wild animals (Martin 2009). Alonso et al. (2015) pointed out that traditional capture 
methods have become relatively obsolete now that virtual monitoring can also depict the 
presence, absence, distribution, and relative abundance of mammal species. Clearly, noninvasive 
wildlife camera trapping methods are fundamentally safer for both the observer and the target 
species due to the lack of interference. 
 
GPS Devices: Radio Collars and Radio-Transmitting Implants 
Applying GPS devices in the form of radio collars has been proven to be a moderately 
safe approach to track mammals such as beavers, coyotes, gray fox, mountain lions, bobcats, and 
brush rabbits (Moriarty et al. 2012). However, implanting radio-transmitters in younger mammal 
individuals entails a separate set of serious challenges and health risks. Both forms of GPS 
devices involve different levels of safety for both the field researchers and the captured mammal 
individuals.  
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Radio collar battery replacements must be conducted in regular intervals to ensure that 
mammals do not outgrow their collars before the next recapture procedure (Moriarty et al. 2012). 
Some radio collars are equipped with expandable collars, however, they have been unsuccessful 
for species such as bobcats (Lynx rufus), mountain lions (Puma concolor), foxes (Vulpes), and 
bears (Ursidae) (Moriarty et al. 2012). Due to their low expansion range, radio collars are more 
suitable for adult individuals that no longer display rapid growth rates. The consistent recapture 
procedure for battery replacements can be challenging and labor-intensive for species that are 
difficult to trap (Moriarty et al. 2012). Clearly, every recapture process poses a threat to mammal 
individuals, especially for species that display aggressive or defensive behavior such as mountain 
lion, bobcat, and bear.  
Implanting radio-transmitters is more advantageous than external radio collars 
specifically for newly born and juvenile mammals for a variety of reasons. First, radio-
transmitting implants do not impede on mammal growth, as it is an internal GPS device. Second, 
the juvenile mammal cannot lose the implant device from external causes. More specifically, the 
mother cannot remove the implant since it is surgical inserted in the mammal individual. And 
third, the placement of the implant is closer to the center of gravity of the mammal individual 
(Moriarty et al. 2012). Capturing juvenile mammal individuals to perform implant surgery 
requires biologist to take a cautious approach in waiting for the mother to leave their young 
(Moriarty et al. 2012). This has been successfully conducted by maintaining constant 
communication between the researchers and the team of veterinarians that are performing the 
surgical procedures (Moriarty et al. 2012). Implanting procedures are relatively brief and can be 
conducted within 10 minutes by utilizing effective anesthetics to reduce overall animal stress and 
to ensure safety of the captured individuals (Moriarty et al. 2012). 
Moriarty et al. (2012) reported no fatalities or internal health implications of the studied 
individuals from implanting GPS radio-transmitters. However, it is critical to recognize that field 
biologists are taking serious risks when capturing juvenile mammalian species and performing 
implant surgeries. Even though implant surgeries can be performed within 10 minutes; there is 
still a risk of medical complications with conducting any surgical procedure. Also, territorial 
mothers can harm field veterinarians if they are seen capturing their young (Moriarty et al. 
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2012). Thus, performing implant procedures may lead to serious safety implication for the both 
juvenile mammals and field veterinarians.  
Also, it is critical to recognize that every capture and recapture procedure poses a risk to 
the mammal individual, especially for species that may be difficult to capture (Moriarty et al. 
2012). Even though Moriarty et al. (2012) and Hamilton et al. (2010) reported no deaths from 
applying radio collars and radio-transmitting implants, there is still a health risk of using invasive 
methods of GPS devices.  
 
Mark-Recapture 
Live trapping systems used for mark-recapture methods do not compromise the safety of 
mammal individuals. Marking protocols are conducted by applying ear tags, staining the animal 
with temporary dyes, and clipping the nails or fur, which are all considered a less invasive form 
of marking and tracking, compared to GPS devices. Queheillalt and Morrison (2006) marked 
their captured riparian mammals by clipping the fur in the rear area with scissors to distinguish 
the captured amongst the recaptured individuals. Instead of the fur clipping method used by 
Queheillalt and Morrison (2006), Lomolino and Perault (2001) clipped the toenail as a marking 
tactic after mammals were captured, measured, and recorded to inflict minimal impacts for the 
captured individuals.  
Similar to GPS devices, every recapture procedure poses a threat to mammal individuals, 
especially for species that are difficult to capture (Moriarty et al. 2012). The marking procedure 
may not impose high risks to the mammal individual, yet the act of frequently capturing and 
recapturing mammal individuals can inflict harm and stress to mammal individuals. 
 
Fecal DNA Surveying 
The main benefit to fecal DNA surveying is that it is considered a less harmful and 
noninvasive technique to quantifying relative population abundance and spatial occupancy. 
Similar to noninvasive wildlife camera trapping, scat surveying requires minimal amounts of 
contact between the researchers and wildlife, which ensures high levels of safety. By conducting 
fecal DNA surveying compared to other methods of monitoring that require contact or handling 
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of wild animals, the researchers is greatly reduce the risk of contracting infectious diseases such 
as rabies (Lyssavirus), hantivirus, and lymes disease (Borreliella burgdorferi) (Martin 2009). 
 
SECTION 4.3 Efficiency: Labor, Time, and Maintenance 
 
Wildlife Camera Trapping  
To begin, wildlife camera trapping systems require the lowest demand for labor and 
maintenance compared to methods including GPS devices, mark-recapture, and fecal DNA 
surveying. This is widely due to the utilization of durable battery systems and high capacity 
memory cards, which allows field researchers to retrieve data once a month (Kauffman et al. 
2007; Alonso et al. 2015). Day et al. (2016) visited each wildlife camera trap station once a 
month to perform camera maintenance and retrieve photo data. Wildlife camera traps are 
typically powered by three different types of batteries including Lithium, Nickel metal Hydride, 
and Alkaline (Rovero et al. 2013). Lithium ion batteries are the most durable and energy-
efficient, which require replacements between 1-1 ½ months depending on the frequency of 
wildlife visitation (Derugin et al. 2016). Bater et al. (2011) applied lithium ion batteries and solar 
powered battery systems to charge the camera traps, however, he reported a 10% fail rate due to 
dense riparian canopy cover reducing the amount of solar radiation absorbed by the solar panels. 
Wildlife camera traps can also last up to 2-2 ½ months if powered by Nickel metal Hydride 
(rechargeable) batteries (Trailcampro 2017). Furthermore, the location, time, and date are all 
included in the metadata on a preset mode, which causes the transfer of all compiled photo data 
and organization of images to be relatively simple and efficient.  
In addition, the reliability and efficiency levels of wildlife camera traps has significantly 
increased due to the recent technological advancements, which minimizes the amount of 
malfunctions and strengthens the overall camera effectiveness (Day et al. 2016; Steenweg et al. 
2017). Wildlife camera traps are enclosed within resilient external housing units that are 
equipped to handle areas with moderate to extreme conditions for extended periods of time. The 
durability of the camera traps allows for field researchers to service them less frequently. Thus, 
wildlife camera trapping requires low amount of maintenance due to the high durability and 
reliability. 
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One limitation with utilizing wildlife camera traps is that it can be time-consuming to 
consolidate and analyze a large volume of image data. However, using standard software such as 
eMammal or TEAM (Tropical Ecology Assessment and Monitoring Network) can combat the 
mild inefficiency experienced with cataloguing copious amounts of photographic data (Steenweg 
et al. 2017). Volunteers or field researchers can log and organize approximately 1000 images 
within an hour by utilizing software specialized for wildlife camera projects (Steenweg et al. 
2017). The software, eMammal, heavily relies on their volunteer base to assist with processing 
over 2.6 million images from wildlife camera trapping systems (Steenweg et al. 2017). Thus, 
conservation managers are able to efficiently analyze large volumes of image data retrieved from 
wildlife camera traps due to the support of standard software.  
Ultimately, wildlife camera trapping is an efficient method for assessing mammal 
presence, absence, and distribution of a specific area due to the low demand of time, labor and 
maintenance required. Wildlife camera trapping has increased in the level of reliability and 
efficiency in monitoring riparian mammals due to the use of high power battery and memory 
card systems as well as the application of image analysis software.  
 
GPS Devices: Radio Collars and Radio-Transmitting Implants 
GPS devices have been implemented into long-term monitoring projects (>21 months) 
that achieve the objectives of tracking the movement and survival rates of the studied mammal 
individuals with great precision (Moriarty et al. 2012). An important aspect of GPS devices is 
that they function on durable, high-performance batteries. The battery life duration for radio-
transmitting implants ranges between 16-21 months, which grants field researchers and 
veterinarians ample amount of time before the mammal individual must be recaptured for 
another surgical implant or new radio collar (Moriarty et al. 2012). And similar to radio-
transmitting implants, radio collars also offer long battery life duration of approximately 18 
months for small, standard radio collars and upwards of 9.2 years for large, high-end radio 
collars, which grants field researchers a sufficient amount of time before the animal must be 
recaptured for battery collar updates (Table 1). Hamilton et al. (2010) applied the use of radio 
collars with a battery life of 7-12 months to assess population trends in survivorship on riparian 
brush rabbit (Sylvilagus bachmani riparius) for a span of three years. Moriarty et al. (2012) 
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successfully used radio collars on adult mother mountain lions and applied surgical implants in 
their kittens to track their movement and survival throughout their life stages for 13-17 months.  
Furthemore, the two forms of GPS tracking devices vary in levels of efficiency due to the 
dissimilar labor and time requirements of each method. Inserting a radio-transmitting implant 
into a mammal individual achieves a moderate to low level of efficiency since surgical protocols 
are more time-consuming to conducted compared to fitting radio collars (Moriarty et al. 2012). 
Moriarty et al. (2012) reported that surgically implanting radio-transmitting devices into 
mountain lion kittens was highly labor-intensive. Prior to the surgical procedure, the field 
biologists and wildlife veterinarian had to carry out sterile surgical instruments, drapes, and 
portable surgical table to perform the implant surgery 20-30 meters away from the den (Moriarty 
et al. 2012). Field biologists must capture or collect the mammal individuals during the time of 
absence of the juvenile’s parent in order to perform the surgical procedure safely and efficiently. 
The fitting radio collars require much less time to capture, fit, and release mammal individuals, 
which grants this form of GPS tracking with greater levels of efficiency. GPS devices were 
deemed low to moderately efficient by almost every scientific article used in this paper due to the 
amount of labor and maintenance demands required for setting up the live traps or capturing 
mammal young, fitting the radio collars or surgically implanting the radio-transmitters, releasing 
the animal, and recapturing the individuals for battery updates (Hamilton et al. 2010; Clements et 
al. 2011; Moriarty et al. 2012; Vance et al. 2013; Sargeant et al. 2014). Overall, both forms of 
tracking devices perform at the same level of accuracy; however, radio collars require 
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Table 1: Table of various radio collar and the battery durations.  
The battery duration is measured in years ranging from minimum to maximum amount of time 
for small to large radio collars. Battery expectancy increases with size (dimensions) of the radio 




One limitation worth considering before implementing GPS devices is the level of 
difficulty required to capture and recapture the target species for battery replacements. It can be 
immensely labor-intensive to replace radio collars and radio-transmitting implants for long-term 
monitoring studies that track the larger and aggressive mammal species (Moriarty et al. 2012). A 
major limitation with using radio collars to track population abundance and survivorship is that it 
can be very labor-intensive for researchers to capture, record, fit radio collar or perform surgery, 
release, and recapture to continue further monitoring protocols (Hamilton et al. 2010). Sargeant 
et al. (2014) went to the extreme of capturing Elk with the application of helicopters, net guns, 
and tranquilizers in order to capture individuals and properly fit them with radio collars. 
Capturing large mammal species is not problematic as long as conservation managers have the 
means to safely and efficiently execute the capture procedures. However, it will be more 
challenging, less efficient, and higher risk to monitor aggressive mammal species such as 
mountain lion and bear.  
 
Mark-Recapture 
When compared to GPS devices and fecal DNA surveying, mark-recapture is a more 
straightforward and more applied mammal monitoring approach. The live trapping mechanism 
used to capture mammals for GPS devices is the same as the form of trapping for mark-
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recapture; however, studies that apply the method of GPS devices are conducted over longer 
periods of time compared to studies that apply the method of mark-recapture. Mark-recapture 
method have commonly been utilized in studies to quantify relative population abundance for a 
duration of 1-2 years (Laerm et al. 1999; Falck et al. 2003; Queheillalt and Morrison 2006; 
Robert et al. 2008), whereas the method of GPS devices have been applied in studies to assess 
population trends and dynamics over extended periods of three years and beyond, which results 
in more recapture procedures over time (Hamilton et al. 2010; Clements et al. 2011; Moriarty et 
al. 2012; Vance et al. 2013; Sargeant et al. 2014).   
Many surveys implement mark-recapture methods to estimate small mammal populations 
by setting up systematic live trapping systems along transects (Martin 2009). A major advantage 
of implementing mark-recapture techniques to monitor population abundance is that most small 
riparian mammal species are nocturnal. Live traps (pitfalls, Sherman, and Tomahawk double 
door) can be set up and baited with food (apples, rolled oats, and molasses) before night to be 
assessed the following morning (Longland 2012). As discussed above, baiting each live traps 
with food to enhance the probability of mammal captures is considered to produce biased data 
due to it attracting mammal individuals adjacent to the sample area instead of visiting for natural 
causes (Logan 2016). 
Similar to GPS devices, mark-recapture can be labor-intensive depending on the species 
type target for the study (Logan 2016). The difficultly of capturing mammals using live trapping 
systems varies between species. Setting up live traps, recording the information of the captured 
individuals, marking, releasing, and recapturing mammal individuals requires copious amounts 
of physical labor in order to collect large sample sizes. Mark-recapture is more beneficial for 
smaller riparian mammals such as deer mice, montane vole, and kangaroo rats (Longland 2012). 
It is labor-intensive to monitor big game mammals such as elk, bear, and mountain lion since 
they are more difficult to capture and mark (Martin 2009; Logan 2016). For larger riparian 
mammals, extra large live-traps have been used to ensure adequate captures (Martin 2009). It is 
important to identify the target species prior to implementing mark-recapture methods due to the 
difficulty experienced with capturing larger and aggressive mammal species. Similar to GPS 
devices, mark-recapture methods are less efficient if the target mammals are too difficult to 
capture, which is often the case for many riparian carnivores due to their elusive behavior 
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(Martin 2009). Also, live trapping mechanisms used in mark-recapture procedures often require 
special handling permits in order to be conducted (Logan 2016). 
 
Fecal DNA Surveying 
In addition to achieving high levels of accuracy and safety, fecal DNA surveying is a 
preferred method to quantify relative population abundance for latrine species due to its high 
level of convenience and lack of logistical constraints (Roberts et al. 2008). Measuring scat 
samples as an index is considered to be more practical and efficient, as it is not labor-intensive or 
time-consuming to collect fecal matter in the field and analyze the samples in the lab. Fecal 
DNA surveying is useful to approximate the population abundance of mammal species that are 
difficult to track or capture on land or in water (Lesmeister and Nielsen 2011). This is mainly 
deemed true for species such as river otters that are elusive, latrine-specific species (Mowry et al. 
2011). The majority of studies analyzed in this paper, accurately quantified population size of 
river otters by predicting their abundance via scat surveys at each latrine site (Lomolino and 
Perault 2001; Gallant et al. 2007; Roberts et al. 2008; Mowry et al. 2011; Brzeski et al. 2013; 
Stansbury et al. 2014; Godwin et al. 2015; Day et al. 2016). Thus, fecal DNA surveying is 
conducted most efficiently when estimating relative population abundance for latrine species.  
However, Fecal DNA surveying is also utilized in monitoring studies to quantify relative 
abundance for species such as beaver, mink, and muskrat whose general niche often corresponds 
to riparian ecosystems (Lesmeister and Nielsen 2011). Detector dogs have been utilized in many 
studies to locate fecal remains of river otter (Lontra canadensis), kit fox (Vulpes macrotis), black 
bear (Ursus. americanus), and grizzly bear (Ursus arctos), due to their strong and quick sense of 
odor detection (Martin 2009). It is largely beneficial to utilize canine detection methods in fecal 
DNA surveying, as they increase the time-efficiency of scat collection by covering more ground 
within a shorter timeframe (Thompson et al. 2012). Martin (2009) stated that the most efficient 
form of detecting black bears and bobcats was by utilizing detector dogs to locate the fecal 
samples compared to methods of camera traps and hair snares (hair DNA collection). Thus, 
detector dogs as a component of fecal DNA surveying has led to higher efficiency rates 
compared to the other forms of mammal monitoring.   
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SECTION 4.4. Financial Costs: Scale, Labor, and Resources 
Wildlife Camera Trapping 
Wildlife camera trapping is considered a highly cost-effective riparian mammal 
monitoring approach (Kauffman et al. 2007; Martin 2009). Logan (2016) stated that wildlife 
camera trapping serves as a practical alternative for monitoring mammals compared to live 
trapping for mark-recapture, as it is less expensive and less labor-intensive. The financial costs to 
purchase wildlife camera trapping systems continue to decrease (as low as $80 to $100/each) as 
technological advances rapidly continue (Steenweg et al. 2017). Also, the cost of labor is 
relatively low due to the lack of time required to install camera traps, collect data, and analyze 
footage. The personnel needed for data collection and processing is also affordable with the 
support of local wildlife guides, park rangers, and wildlife camera trapping volunteers. Utilizing 
citizen science allows conservation managers to reduce their financial costs by having volunteers 
service the camera traps, thereby encompassing greater sample sizes (Steenweg et al. 2017). The 
general financial costs varied between standard to high-end wildlife camera traps and ranges 
from $80 to $200 for standard cameras and $200 to 550 for high-end cameras system (Cabela’s 
World’s Foremost Outfitters 2017).  
 
GPS Devices: Radio Collars and Radio Transmitting Implants 
GPS devices have the ability to be conducted on a large-scale since they can reach a wide 
range of distance and terrain due to their high frequency telemetry capabilities (Moriarty et al. 
2012). However, GPS devices in the form of radio collars and radio-transmitting implants are a 
low to moderately cost-effective method when applied to a study on a larger-scale (Orell 2004). 
The financial costs for both standard GPS devices ranges between $175-$210 each (Advanced 
Telemetry Systems 2017). The regular efforts for recapture to conduct battery replacements in 
radio collars and radio-transmitting implants can be costly over a long period of time (Moriarty 
et al. 2012). The cost for surgical materials and veterinarian labor required to perform every 
surgical implant procedure can be financially costly. This may be the reason why most of the 
studies reviewed here have all been relatively small-scale in regards to the number of mammal 
radio collared or mammals with surgically implanted radio-transmitters. Moriarty et al. (2012) 
only tracked a sample size of seven mountain lion kittens throughout the duration of the study.  
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Mark-Recapture 
When considering the financial costs and scale of implementing mark-recapture methods, 
it is important to highlight that this method is moderately cost-effective to implement. When 
acquiring the financial costs for Sherman live trapping systems for small to large mammals, the 
general price point ranged from $25 to $50 per live trap (Forestry supplier 2017). The costs for 
live traps may be relatively low, however, in studies such as the one conducted by Longland 
(2012), 50 Sherman live traps were utilized in the study. Thus, the price range exclusively for the 
trapping equipment can range from $1,250-$2500. The scientific articles used in this paper 
included mark-recapture studies that varied in scales ranging from small to large and over a 
duration of 1-3 years (Laerm et al. 1999; Lomolino and Perault 2001; Falck et al. 2003; 
Queheillalt and Morrison 2006; Robert et al. 2008; Longland 2012). In order to ensure accurate, 
non-biased findings, studies must collect large sample sizes for extended periods of time (Martin 
2009). Logan (2016) and Martin (2009) concluded that for mark-recapture to be applied on a 
large scale, this method would require copious amounts of labor and live traps; which can be 
financially costly and would require more field time for research staff.  
 
Fecal DNA Surveying 
Lastly, fecal DNA surveying is commonly used because it is relatively inexpensive to 
conduct for quantifying relative population abundance for riparian mammal species (Gallant et 
al. 2007; Lesmeister and Nielsen 2011). Fecal DNA surveying methods are effective for 
collecting and assessing expansive quantities of fecal samples on a large scale (Lesmeister and 
Nielsen 2011; Mowry et al. 2011). Stansbury et al. (2014) demonstrated that implementing fecal 
DNA surveying to quantify gray wolf populations was highly successful when conducted on a 
large spatial scale. Mowry et al. (2011) recommended the application of QIAamp Mini Stool Kit 
for the DNA extraction and genotyping process for the fecal sampling, which costs 
approximately $229 per kit (Qiagen 2017). The relatively low financial cost of fecal DNA 
surveying grants this approach to be favorable for large-scale studies.  
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Table 2: Consolidated findings for mammal monitoring. 
The findings provide the monitoring objectives and rank the level of accuracy, safety, efficiency, 
and financial costs of all four mammal-monitoring methods including: Wildlife camera trapping, 
GPS devices (radio collars and radio transmitting implants), mark-recapture, and fecal DNA 
surveying. The findings are a sum of the benefits and limitations of each monitoring method. 
 
 
 Objectives Accuracy 
in data 
Safety Efficiency: 
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SECTION 5.0 BENEFITS AND LIMITATIONS OF BIRD MONITORING METHODS 
 
Aside from mammal monitoring techniques, I will now discuss the benefits, limitations, 
and financial costs of avian monitoring methods such as circular plot point counts, mist-netting 
and bird-banding, transect counts, and nest monitoring surveys. Each of these techniques has 
their advantages and disadvantages; however, understanding which of three objectives they each 
achieve will ultimately decide which approach is appropriate for various monitoring plans. When 
implementing avian monitoring, it is important to consider factors such as the monitoring 
objectives, target species, timeline, spatial scale, and resources available (Whitworth et al. 2007). 
Similar to mammal monitoring objectives, there is a wide range of objectives established in 
avian monitoring including producing an avian species inventory, quantifying relative population 
abundance, and assessing factors that influence population trends and dynamics. Fortunately, 
bird monitoring has been proven to be an effective approach to evaluating management success 
primarily because they have been proven to respond to environmental changes and are relatively 
easy to observe in the field (Gardali et al. 2006). Thus, the data gathered from the following 
monitoring methods have potential in achieving a wide variety of monitoring objectives while 
measuring the anthropogenic impacts altering riparian ecosystems in the Western United States. 
 
SECTION 5.1 Accuracy 
Circular Plot Point Counts 
Circular plot point counts are by far the most frequently utilized form of avian monitoring 
(Ralph et al. 1993; Venier et al. 2012). In many studies, circular plot point counts have 
successfully determined the progress of restoration sites in riparian ecosystems by evaluating the 
regional richness, composition, and abundance of avian species (Whitworth et al. 2007; Luther et 
al. 2008; Golet et al. 2008; Crosbie et al. 2011; Venier et al. 2012). Bryce et al. (2002) reported a 
90% accuracy rating for their avian circular plot point counts in identifying local bird 
vocalizations. Luther et al. (2008) successfully conducted 56 circular plot point counts 
throughout a duration of two years and recorded a total of 1,589 bird individuals and 54 bird 
species. Prior to conducting the circular plot point counts, field observers are extensively trained 
to identify and record bird species to ensure high accuracy in data (Siegel 2000).  
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Circular plot point counts are conducted within the fixed point of the circle transect 
without movement or mobility of the field observers. This provides the opportunity for field 
researchers to observe the more quiet and cautious bird species in the plot survey that would 
have potentially been disturbed (Ralph et al. 1993; Siegel 2000; Whitworth et al. 2007). There is 
a greater probability of gaining accurate data that represents avian populations within the study 
site when field observers are more discrete while conducting avian surveys. This stationary 
approach allows field biologist to encounter species that are more difficult or rare to detect.  
However, the biggest limitation with the circular plot point count method is that it must 
fulfill the assumption of constant proportionality of estimated population detectability. 
Essentially, this assumption declares direct proportionality between the total numbers of bird 
individuals detected within the 50-meter plot to the total number of bird individual inhabiting the 
entire area (Siegel 2000; Norvell et al. 2003; Crosbie et al. 2011). It is also assumed constant 
detectability for every species of birds within each study sites (Crosbie et al. 2011). If the 
circular plot point count method does not fulfill the assumption of constant proportionality of 
estimated population detectability, then the data will be less precise and more biased (Norvell et 
al. 2003; Crosbie et al. 2011). Norvell et al. (2003) concluded in their study that the circular plot 
point counts did not meet the assumption of constant proportionality.  
Another concern involving the method of circular plot point counts is risk of error caused 
by accounting for a single bird individual more than once. There is a the potential that field 
biologist can account for the same bird individual more than once during circular plot point 
counts, which would generate false population abundance approximations. Lehmkuhl et al. 
(2007) decreased the risk of double counting bird individuals by having the field surveyors 
record the detection location of each sited bird on their data sheet plots. Queheillalt and Morrison 
(2006) accompanied their 10-minute point count surveying with visual area searches to locate the 
remaining bird species that are often times not detected by the circular plot point counts. Pairing 
area searches with circular plot point count provides field biologists with more accurate data to 
measure species richness (Queheillalt and Morrison 2006). Researchers must acknowledge that 
these flawed assumptions with circular plot point counts can potentially produce erroneous 
conclusions prior to conducting avian monitoring.  
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Another major limitation with circular plot point counts is that field observers must rely 
heavily on vocal clues when visual observations are limited (Whitworth et al. 2007). Extreme 
weather conditions such as rain, fog, or wind, also inhibits the vocalization of birds and reduces 
the visibility of the plots (Ralph et al. 1993). This is challenging because vocalization signs are 
the main form of detection for many riparian bird species (Whitworth et al. 2007). This can be 
problematic for conducting circular plot point counts in riparian ecosystems due to proximity to 
flowing water causing hydrologic-noise interference (Bryce et al. 2002). Field observers can fail 
to detect bird individuals within the plot range if the birds are quiet, nocturnal, or hidden (Ralph 
et al. 1993). Thus, circular plot point counts entails the risk of reaching inaccurate conclusions 
when exposed to noise interference or poor climatic conditions.  
The last accuracy limitation regarding circular plot point counts is the variation in results, 
which is contingent on the abilities of the bird observer and the habitat conditions (Siegel 2000). 
Circular plot point counts do not account for the detectability differences varying between bird 
species, different study plots, or different avian observers (Siegel 2000). As a result, data from 
circular plot point counts may possess considerable discrepancies when representing avian 
species presence, absence, distribution, and relative abundance. It is best to maintain monitoring 
consistency by having the same bird observers conduct the circular plot counts during the same 
seasons in order to combat this issue. Circular plot point counts generally produce moderate to 
high amounts of accuracy in data when considering the limitations and assumptions found with 
conducting this method.  
 
Mist-Net Transects & Bird-Banding 
Mist-netting and bird-banding are widely adopted in monitoring protocols to assess avian 
species presence, absence, distribution, relative abundance, and factors that influence population 
trends and dynamics such as adult survivorship and recruitment rates. More specifically, mist-
netting and bird-banding is used to successfully derive data regarding species dispersal, species 
richness estimates, population size, demographics, and insight regarding the captured bird 
individual’s health (Ralph et al. 1993). Field biologists acquire significant amounts of 
information from capturing bird individuals including bird age, weight, sex ratio, reproductive 
condition, and fitness condition (Latta et al. 2012; Ralph et al. 1993). Many studies generally 
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used mist-netting and bird-banding to monitor smaller avian species of songbirds and landbirds 
(Rigney et al. 1989; Siegel 2000; Skagen et al. 2005; Golet et al. 2011; Latta et al. 2012). This 
method allows for field observers to measure if there is high bird productivity when a large 
proportion of younger birds are captured in the mist-net transects (Ralph et al. 1993). Recapture 
rates of bird individuals banded from previous seasons provide the opportunity for field 
observers to assess adult survivorship and recruitment rates (Ralph et al. 1993). Potential for 
population growth and survivorship is often times assessed via analyzing the sex ratio within the 
captured population (Ralph et al. 1993). All this useful data generates the opportunity for 
conservation managers to detect possible fluxes in bird populations and develop an appropriate 
management protocol.  
Mist-netting and bird-banding techniques also ensures data accuracy by homogenizing 
the capturing procedures by conducting the surveys during the same time each year; having an 
equal number of mist-net transects; and operating the surveys for an equal amount of hours at 
each site within the study (Ralph et al. 1993). By creating a standard protocol for mist-netting, 
the variability in data is significantly reduced and direct comparisons can accurately be made 
between results at each mist-net transect site (Ralph et al. 1993). Golet et al. (2011), accurately 
measured species richness of birds using data generated from standardized mist-netting 
protocols. As mentioned before, mist-netting and bird-banding is typically conducted on the 
same schedule each year to minimize variability between sites. Standard mist-nets are 
approximately 12 meters in length and 2.5 meters in height and are conducted for a period of one 
hour also referred to as a “net-hour” (Ralph et al. 1993; Latta et al. 2012). By following a 
standardized methodology, mist-netting and bird-banding has the ability to generate accurate 
data in factors that influence population trends and dynamics such as species dispersal, species 
richness estimates, population size, demographics, and insight regarding the captured bird 
individual’s health (Ralph et al. 1993). 
And unlike many wildlife monitoring approaches, mist-netting does not bait or lure in 
bird individuals with food, water, or vocal recording to enhance capture rates (Ralph et al. 1993). 
Bird-banding and mist-netting reduces the risk of producing biased data by avoiding bait tactics, 
whereas other wildlife monitoring techniques such as mark-recapture and wildlife camera 
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trapping have been categorized as “potentially biased” or “erroneous” for baiting their trapping 
mechanisms.  
However, the data generated by mist-net transects can be moderately erroneous due to six 
major assumptions that must be satisfied. First, levels of accuracy vary between capturing and 
sampling small birds and large birds. This is likely due to the assumption that all bird species 
have equal probability of capture rates when using mist-net transects among sites (Latta et al. 
2012). Similar to circular plot point counts, the assumption of direct proportionality between the 
total numbers of bird individuals captured within the mist-net transects may not be proportionate 
to the total number of bird individual inhabiting the study site. It is also flawed to assumed 
constant detectability for every species of birds within each study sites.  
Second, mist-net transects may not evenly sample bird individuals in dissimilar 
vegetation layers (Latta et al. 2012). Mist-nets transects should be implemented in study sites 
with fairly similar vegetation conditions to ensure that standardized locations are comparable. A 
beneficial approach to monitoring bird individuals or populations using mist-netting and bird-
banding is to focus a study on a specific subset of bird species as opposed to including a wide 
range of bird species. To minimize the possibility of this error, field biologist must only analyze 
comparisons of bird species that are very closely related in size, behavioral characteristic, and 
habitat occupancy (Latta et al. 2012). Kus and Beck (2001) claimed that studies that categorize 
bird species into guilds, habitat type, and foraging style, are able to produce more accurate 
conclusions. 
Furthermore, mist-net transects and bird-banding assumes that bird individuals fly freely 
intermixed within the population, which is not often the case in an open population (Gregory et 
al. 2004). This assumption omits any case of bird individuals remaining in a designated area of a 
riparian habitat instead of flying anywhere among the population. Since it is impossible to fully 
predict the passage of bird individuals within a population, this assumption is not likely to be 
fulfilled.  
Next, the population of bird individuals within a study site must be closed, which 
essentially means no bird individuals may enter via birth or immigration and exit via death or 
emigration into the population during the survey (Gregory et al. 2004). This is problematic since 
there is no way to ensure a closed population or to control survival and mortality rates within a 
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bird population. However, the assumption of no immigration and emigration can be partially 
achieved by performing the study around the breeding and migration seasons in a population 
(Gregory et al. 2004).  
In addition, the assumption that bird-banding methods do not in any way impact the 
ability for a bird individual to be recaptured must also be fulfilled (Gregory et al. 2004). An 
example would be that banding markers could possibly impact the bird individual’s ability to fly 
properly, which would make them more susceptible to flying into a mist-net transect again. 
However, this is not likely because banding markers applied on captured bird individuals have 
not been observed to impact or change the probability of recapture rates for bird individuals 
(Gregory et al. 2004). Therefore, this assumption is likely to be satisfied if mist-netting and bird-
banding is properly implemented in an avian monitoring protocol.  
And lastly, bird-banding methods assume that all bird bands are not removed and remain 
visible throughout the duration of the study (Gregory et al. 2004). To maintain band visibility, 
Ralph et al. (1993) discovered that the most visible bird band colors include red, yellow, light 
and dark blue, and orange. Furthermore, all four of these assumptions above have the ability to 
compromise the true accuracy in data generated from the bird-banding approach. It does not 
seem achievable to produce entirely accurate data from bird-banding and mist-netting; however, 
there is a possibility fulfill most of these six assumptions (Gregory et al. 2004).  
 
Transect Counts 
Similar to circular plot point counts, transect counts are utilized in avian monitoring 
studies to assess avian species presence, absence, distribution, and relative abundance. It has 
been debated that transect counts may achieve higher rates of accuracy and precision compared 
to methods such as circular plot point counts due to the allocation of more surveying time (Siegel 
2000; Greene 2012). There is more time allocated in transect counts to observe and detect bird 
populations, which allows field surveyors to cover more ground and gathers more data (Siegel 
2000; Greene 2012). Thus, producing large enough sample sizes at a faster pace is essential in 
generating high levels of accuracy.  
Unlike circular plot point counts, transect counts are also less likely to account for 
spotted bird individuals more than once (Greene 2012). Transect counts are less susceptible to 
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counting a bird individual more than once because the field observers are in constant movement, 
which would reduce the risk of seeing the same bird multiple times (Table 3). Thus, transect 
counts produce highly accurate data in regards to relative avian abundance estimates of site-
specific survey plots.  
Even though, transects counts can produce highly accurate data, there are several 
limitations found with the application of this method. The first major limitation experienced with 
transect counts is that this method is most effectively utilized for habitats with large, open range; 
which is not the structural characteristic of dense and small riparian ecosystems (Greene 2012; 
table 3). Riparian ecosystems found within the western United States supports a highly dense 
population of flora and fauna compared to the vegetation density found in adjacent upland 
regions (Cushing et al. 2006). Dobkin and Rich (1998) reported that of the 58% of avian 
detection generated from strip transects counts that were recorded via vocalization were 
impacted due to the dense vegetation within the woody riparian transect plot. Transect counts are 
logistically more suitable for exposed habitats including upland regions near riparian ecosystems, 
grasslands, oceans, and lakes (Greene 2012).  
Moreover, the variation in walking pace, ability of detection, and level of experience of 
each observer can cause a discrepancy in data collection (Whitworth et al. 2007; Gregory et al. 
2004). Annual change in field observers may reflect a false change in annual bird density 
patterns as a result of altering the quality of data recorded (Greene 2012). In order to ensure data 
consistency, the same field observers must collect the data as well as maintaining the same 
standard walking pace when conducting the line transect survey at each site. The assumption that 
all data was collected equally is not true unless the transect counts are conducted entirely by the 
same field observers and are conducted using the same procedures for each survey.  
Another limitation is derived by the noise disturbance caused by the mobility of transect 
counts. Unlike the sedentary nature of circular plot point counts, line transects and strip transects 
counts often times frighten or disturb the more cryptic, shy, or defensive bird species that will 
remain in hiding until they no longer feel threatened by anthropogenic presence (Gregory et al. 
2004; table 3). Unfortunately, there is no way to remove the factor of human disturbances since 
walking along a predetermined line is the procedure for conducting transect counts. However, 
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field observers can reduce the degree of noise and disturbances caused by walking by proceeding 
cautiously and quietly while conducting transect counts. 
Finally, the fourth limitation specifically encountered when applying strip transect counts 
is that it operates on the basic assumption that bird individuals and bird species are equally 
detectable within each transect, which is not necessarily the case when surveying avian 
populations (Whitworth et al. 2007; Lacher 2008). There is a large possibility for error to occur 
when identifying avian species due variation in vocal detectability at various distances (Lacher 
2008). Many bird individuals may not be accounted for since strip transects are structured to only 
count bird individuals found within a fixed distance along the transect line (Greene 2012). This 
limitation found with strip transect counts increases the susceptibility for producing biased data. 
Failure to account for diverse capabilities of detection due to the differences in vocalization and 
distance limitations can cause species-specific bias in quantifying relative population abundance 
(Lacher 2008; Greene 2012). In order to produce accurate estimates for bird densities, transect 
count surveyors must be capable of formulating rapid and correct calculations regarding the 
distance of bird location perpendicular to the marked transect line (Whitworth et al. 2007).  
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Table 3: Comparison between transect counts and circular plot point counts.  
Comparison between the benefits and limitations experienced between the methods of transect 





Nest monitoring is a useful approach for gaining accurate data in assessing factors that 
influence population trends and dynamics including nesting, hatching, and fledging success for 
habitat-specific breeding bird pairs (Bader and Bednarz 2009; Newlon and Saab 2011; Becker 
and Weisberg 2015). Compared to mist-netting and bird-banding, nest surveying is the more 
appropriate approach to monitoring aspects that impact avian population trends and dynamics 
specifically for riparian ecosystems (Ralph et al. 1993). The data gathered from nest monitoring 
accurately depicts the productivity and population growth within the specific study sites. Ralph 
et al (1993) claimed that data including sex ratio, age variation, nesting success, survivorship, 
and population movements is useful to depict avian population dynamics and trends. To ensure 
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consistency in nest monitoring, the same observer is responsible for aging all nests throughout 
the duration of the study (Becker and Weisberg 2015). Furthermore, the utilization of high 
quality binoculars is generally the technique used by field observers to conducted nest 
monitoring. Also, implementing high-resolution infrared camera systems ensures constant 
surveillance of nests to produce accurate data without the potential of harming the nest, eggs, 
hatchling, or adult bird individuals. Bader and Bednarz (2009) applied camera systems equipped 
with digital zoom features to adjust the wide or narrow angle shot, which ensured quality 
footage.   
Yet, many studies fail to observe enough nests that would create an extensive sample size 
to make accurate measurements of nest survivorships (Siegel 2000). Hensler and Nichols (1981) 
reported that nest-monitoring methods must assess a minimum of 20 bird nests in order to 
accurately and precisely approximate the percentage of successful nests in a study plot. 
Conversely, Nur et al. (1999) indicated that nest monitoring techniques must compile a sample 
size of 75 bird nests or more to achieve high levels of accuracy and precision in estimating nest 
success. Therefore, a major consideration when conducting nest monitoring is to collect a large 
sample size of nests within a study site. 
In addition, there are visibility limitations from implementing nest monitoring protocols. 
Nest presences are typically detected by visually scanning the upper riparian canopy; however, 
nest detection can be hindered by dense canopy cover and excessive tree height (Becker and 
Weisberg 2015). Becker and Weisberg (2015) had to exclude 16 viable nests from the 
monitoring protocol because they were located higher than eight meters above ground level. 
Excessive tree height can limit the visibility in assessing the condition of the bird nests. 
However, Newlon and Saab (2011) was able to observe nests at 13 meters using a pinhole 
camera mounted to a telescope in order to gather data on nest-initiation, clutch size, hatch data, 
and nestling count. Consequently, nest monitoring is more practical for avian populations that 
assemble nests closer to the ground lower than 8-13 meters in tree height.  
Furthermore, accurately distinguishing the cause of nesting failure can sometimes be 
difficult to assess with the nest monitoring method. This is common in cases where field 
observers are absent during the exact point in time of when the nest failed. Predators that 
consume defenseless eggs and newly hatched chicks before the subsequent visitation date can 
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leave the observer without a clear source as to how the nest failed (Becker and Weisberg 2015). 
The application of pinhole camera systems can ensure that field observers will be able to 
accurately distinguish the cause of nesting failure by providing constant video footage of the 
nests.  
 
SECTION 5.2 Safety 
Circular Plot Point Counts 
Conservation managers have preferred circular plot point counts since it is a non-invasive 
approach that quantifies the avian species presence, absence, distribution, and relative abundance 
(Crosbie et al. 2011; Miller et al. 2016). Unlike mist-netting and bird-banding, circular plot point 
counts require no contact between field researchers and the observed birds. As a result, field 
researchers reduce the risk of contracting infectious diseases from handling birds, which grants 
the method of circular plot point counts to be highly safe for both humans and birds (Martin 
2009).  
In addition, the ideal safety precaution is to have field observers work in pairs to reduce 
the risk of getting lost, harmed, or injured (Siegel 2000). Since circular plot point counts are 
particularly sensible for monitoring sites encompassing unfavorable terrain or that are typically 
inaccessible, field biologist must take a more cautious approach when surveying hazardous sites 
(Table 3; Ralph et al. 1993; Whitworth et al. 2007; Venier et al. 2012). All in all, circular plot 
point counts are deemed a highly safe approach to monitoring and observing avian populations 
due to the low risk imposed on the field researchers and the studied bird populations.  
 
Mist-Net Transects & Bird-Banding 
The primary concern regarding mist-netting and bird-banding is the level of safety for 
each captured bird individual. There is a risk of compromising the safety of bird individuals 
during the process of capturing, removing, handling, and marking (Ralph et al. 1993; Gregory et 
al. 2004). Captured birds that have been severely entangled within the mist-nets are generally 
easy to remove unscathed as long as the field biologist backs out the bird in the direction of 
which it flew in (Ralph et al. 1993). The larger mesh size in mist-nets (36mm in diameter), tend 
to increase the risk of entanglement for smaller-sized bird individuals (Ralph et al. 1993). 
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Smaller mist net sizes such as those that are 12 meters in length with mesh holes of 
approximately 30 mm in diameter are preferred to decrease harm to smaller-sized bird 
individuals (Ralph et al. 1993). If mist-net transects of 6 meters in length are applied, then one 
hour accounts for ½ “net-hour”, since the standard “net hour” is applied for mist-nets of 12 
meters in length (Ralph et al. 1993). Field observers are trained to perform bird removal 
protocols for severely entangled birds such as the body grasp method, feet first method, and the 
rollover method, all of which ensures the safety of capture bird individuals (Ralph et al. 1993).  
Also, using mist-net transects in severe weather conditions of cold, intense wind, and 
heavy rain has high risk of severely harming bird individuals during the capturing process (Latta 
et al. 2012). Point Blue Conservation Science follows safety guidelines when conducting mist-
netting and bird-banding protocols by training the staff members in bird-handling protocols, 
monitoring weather conditions, and attending to sensitive species before other birds (Pitkin 
2005). Overall, captured bird individuals can experience high risks of suffering from extreme 
trauma and distress throughout the capture and removal procedure, which is why mist-netting 
and bird-banding a moderate safety rating (Ralph et al. 1993; Gregory et al. 2004). 
 
Transect Counts 
Similar to circular plot point counts, transect counts are categorized as a non-invasive 
approach to assess avian species presence, absence, distribution and relative avian abundance. 
This is evident simply because both forms of transect counts do not require any point of contact 
between the field surveyor and the detected bird individuals. As a result, there is a low risk for 
field observers to contract infectious diseases. There is a low safety risk that field observers can 
disturb bird individuals during the process of walking throughout the designated transects course; 
however, no studies have confirmed any harm resulting from the implementation of transect 
counts (Gregory et al. 2004). Field observers must maintain vigilance and caution when walking 
through transects to minimize disturbance levels. Thus, the method of transect counts achieves 
significantly high ratings in safety for both the field observers and the bird individuals.  
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Nest Monitoring 
Since nest monitoring is usually conducted via binoculars from a distance, it is also 
considered a non-invasive method of bird monitoring. Nest monitoring has been applied for 
species that entail high levels of difficulty and risk to capture such as the bald eagle. Similar to 
circular plot point counts and transect counts, nest monitoring is a no-contact approach, which 
reduces the risk of field biologist contracting infectious diseases from handling birds. However, 
nest monitoring, if not monitored from a distance, has the ability to attract predators and lead to 
impulsive fledging of young birds (Ellis et al. 2009). Ralph et al. (1993) suggested to track 
nesting birds from a distance to reduce any risk of disturbance. Some bird individuals are more 
tolerant of field observers; however, other bird individuals may flee their nest if threatened 
(Ralph et al. 1993). Thus, if bird individuals display defensive behavior, the field observer must 
relocate immediately to a different location 15 meters away where the nest is still visible to 
monitor (Ralph et al. 1993). One method Bader and Bednnarz (2009) used to minimized their 
amount of disturbance was by observing nesting sites using binoculars and spotting scopes from 
50-100 meters away. In conclusion, nest monitoring is a highly safe approach to assess the 
factors influencing population trends and dynamics.  
 
SECTION 5.3 Efficiency: Time, Labor, and Maintenance  
 
Circular Plot Point Counts 
Circular plot point counts are highly efficient for assessing avian species presence, 
absence, distribution, and relative abundance, as it requires relatively little time, labor and 
maintenance to apply in avian monitoring studies. Ralph et al. (1993) and Gregory et al. (2004) 
both advocated that circular plot point counts are the most efficient and flexible technique for 
collecting data and totaling bird individuals. Both variable-radius circular plot point counts and 
fixed-radius circular plot point counts can be conducted by a single observer within a span of 10 
minutes (Rigney 1989). Dobkin and Rich (1998) declared that circular plot point counts are 
substantially more efficient and is less time-consuming than other avian monitoring approaches 
such as spot mapping. Spot mapping is when an avian surveyors visit the same site multiple 
times and maps out the exact plot points of bird individuals have been observed over time 
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(Gregory et al. 2004). Logistically, circular plot point counts are relatively simple to implement 
due to its straightforward framework and lack of tools required (Bryce et al. 2002). 
However, it is worth noting that variable-radius circular plot point counts are slightly 
more labor-intensive to conduct compared to fixed radius circular plot point counts because the 
field observers are tasked with estimating the distance between bird individuals and the observer 
(Rigney et al. 1989; Ralph et al 1997; Siegel 2000). Despite the additional task of estimating 
distance between the detected bird individual and the bird observer for variable-radius circular 
plot point counts, this method is still highly efficient and straightforward to conduct.  
On average, it takes 4-8 weeks for field biologists to master avian vocal and visual 
training (Ralph et al. 1993). However, proper training can be completed in less than two weeks 
for riparian zones in temperate climates (Ralph et al. 1993). Based off of the studies examined 
for this paper, the common time scale of which circular plot point count surveying have been 
conducted for is roughly two to five years of observation during which sites are visited twice 
during breeding season (Dobkin and Rich 1998; Klein et al. 2007; Lehmkuhl et al. 2007; Luther 
et al. 2008; Golet et al. 2008; Crosbie et al. 2011; Mcfarland et al. 2012; Young et al. 2013). 
However, some studies such as Norvell et al. (2003), Gardali et al. (2006), and Ladin et al. 
(2016) conducted point count surveys for durations of 6-10 years.  
 
Mist-Net Transects & Bird-Banding 
Mist-netting and bird-banding methods require a moderate amount of time and labor to 
conduct since it is a more involved approach compared to circular plot point counts and transects 
counts. This is evident because mist-netting and bird-banding involves capturing, measuring, 
recording, banding, and releasing birds within a one hour time period (Rigney 1989). Mist-
netting and bird-banding requires an average of two field biologist to set up and monitor 8-12 
mist-nets transects (Ralph et al. 1993). Ideally, mist-net transects should be spread out uniformly 
while being placed close in proximity together in order to ensure that one field biologist is 
capable of walking to all mist-net transects within 10-15 minutes (Ralph et al. 1993). Ralph et al. 
(1993) conducted mist-net transects for bird-banding purposes over a duration of 10 days for 
each year in the same geographic location and positioning. In addition, there is relatively low 
maintenance required for conducting mist-netting and bird-banding since the mist-nets are highly 
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durable. However, mist-nets must be replaced or reinforced in the incident of sun damage and 
mesh degradation (Ralph et al. 1993).    
Although, setting up mist-net transects is a moderately simple task, they do not have high 
capture rates. Ralph et al. (1993) stated that mist-net transects only capture a few bird individuals 
within a capture interval per day resulting in roughly 200 or more birds captured in a season. 
Siegel (2000) reported that mist-netting and bird-banding methods requires at least four or more 
consecutive years of experimenting to accurately represent estimates on adult survival rates. It is 
also worth noting that conducting bird-banding methods via capturing techniques such as mist-
netting is under very strict regulations. Thus, conservation managers must obtain special permits 
the U.S Fish and Wildlife Service (Ralph et al. 1993).  
Also, mist-netting to apply bands to captured bird individuals can be problematic in 
regions experiencing elevated human inference (Ralph et al. 1993). Mist-netting is more ideal in 
areas with open spaces and must be strategically placed to avoid human encounters (Ralph et al. 
1993). Overall, the bird-banding method is useful for achieving data on population size, adult 
survival rates, species dispersal, and species richness estimates (Ralph et al. 1993); however, 
mist-netting is ultimately an ineffective approach due to its moderately labor-intensive and large 
spatial demands (Siegel 2000).  
 
Transect Counts 
Transect counts are similar to circular plot point counts in regards to their relatively 
straightforward procedural structure that requires only a single observer to administer. When 
considering the amount of effort required, line transect counts efficiently produce more data 
compared to circular plot point counts (Gregory et al. 2004). Generally, a field observer aims to 
cover a terrain of 100 meters within a span of 10 minutes to complete a line transect count 
(Ralph et al. 1993). Dobkin and Rich (1998) reported that strip transect counts are far more 
efficient than spot mapping methods in estimating relative avian abundance and densities for 
ecosystems such as linear riparian corridors. Since, strip transects are operated within fixed 
boundaries (approximately 50 meters both sides), field observer do not have to estimate the 
distance of spotted bird individual within the survey transect (Siegel 2000; Lacher 2008).  
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On the contrary, most observers are responsible for obtaining the estimated distance 
perpendicular to the transect line of each bird for line transects counts (Siegel 2000; Gregory et 
al. 2004). Line transect counts require highly trained avian observers with expert levels of vocal 
recognition, visual identification skills, and distance estimation skills (Gregory et al. 2004). 
Ultimately, both line transect counts and strip transect counts are deemed highly efficient since 
these method scans a plot of land at a faster rate when compared to circular plot point counts, 
which allows the observer to record more bird species in the surrounding region (Gregory et al. 
2004; Whitworth et al. 2007). 
 
Nest Monitoring  
Nest monitoring is deemed low to moderately efficient when considering the amount of 
time, labor, and maintenance required to complete an avian monitoring study. First, the initial 
nest discovery is labor and time-intensive and often frustrating for a team of field observers due 
to the long durations of time spent in the field to locate nest sites (Ralph et al. 1993). Since 
observers must visit nesting sites every 3-4 days or more to ensure accuracy, nest monitoring is 
considered moderately labor-intensive (Siegel 2000). Nest monitoring is moderately labor-
intensive for field observers to survey the nesting sites; however, nest monitoring can be more 
labor-intensive if surveys include camera systems, which are due for battery and tape 
replacement every 72 hours (Bader and Bednnarz 2009). The reason that tapes from nest 
monitoring camera systems have to be frequently replaced is because it is constantly recording 
video footage as opposed to snap shots triggered by motion in wildlife camera trapping systems. 
Frequent visitation procedures must be continued throughout the duration of the study until signs 
of nest failure or fledging of young is detected (Bader and Bednnarz 2009). Thus, the large 
amount of time, labor, and maintenance required to complete a nest monitoring study is 
considered low to moderately in efficiency levels compared to other forms of avian monitoring 
methods.  
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SECTION 5.4 Financial Costs: Scale, Labor and Resources 
 
Circular Plot Point Counts  
Circular plot point counts have been proven to be a highly cost-effective method mainly 
due to its ease of bird observation and detection to assess avian species presence, absence, 
distribution, and relative abundance (Rigney 1989; Nur et al. 1999; Siegel 2000; Ladin et al. 
2016). Crosbie et al. 2011 stated that circular plot point count methods are an economically 
feasible approach to monitoring bird densities and local populations for relative abundance 
estimates. Circular plot point counts can also be applied on a small and large-scale study site. 
Since circular plot point counts are conducted within a 10-minute period, the cost of labor is less 
compared to methods such as mist-netting and bird-banding and nest monitoring. Furthermore, 
the highly trained avian observers utilized materials for circular plot point counts such as 
rangefinders, binoculars, field notebook, point count data sheets, and regional avian species 
guides (Lacher 2008). When searching online for financial estimates for standard rangefinders, 
he average cost ranged between $120-$190 each (Roger’s sporting goods 2017). The financial 
costs of standard avian binoculars ranged between $13-$90 (Roger’s sporting goods 2017). Thus, 
circular plot point counts are highly cost-effective and inexpensive to implement in avian 
monitoring protocols.  
 
Mist-Net Transects & Bird-Banding  
Mist-netting is a widely used tactic to capture bird individuals and is the equipment is 
relatively inexpensive; however, this approach requires the greatest amount of financial 
resources compared to the three other avian methods discussed in the paper. A major economic 
limitation experienced with mist-netting and bird-banding is that it requires a substantial amount 
of funds to employ the labor (Waston el al. 2014). Implementing mist-netting and bird-banding 
methods require the use of 10 or more mist-nets, data sheets, highly trained avian observers, 
banding pliers, and copious amounts of color-coded bird bands. The price for avian research 
supplies to conduct mist-netting and bird-banding procedures include banding pliers for $160 
each, 61 mm mesh mist nets for $100 each, and 100 individual bird bands in 10 different colors 
for less than $3 (Avian Research Supplies 2017). Therefore, conducting a standard bird-banding 
plan can cost a total of $1,169 when only accounting for the equipment including one banding 
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plier, 10 mist nets, and 300 bird bands (average avian studies band approximately 200 birds) 
(Ralph et al. 1993). The financial cost of labor is an additional expense that conservation 
manages must be prepared to allocate additional funding for.  
Project scale is another financial factor that must be considered. A survey utilizing ten 
12-meter mist-nets will span over an area of approximately 20 hectares (Siegel 2000). Typically, 
the scale for mist-net transects range between 5-10 hectares in a study (Ralph et al. 1993). This is 
assuming that 10 mist-net transects are uniformly placed in a formation of a circle or rectangle 
with 75-100 meter openings (Ralph et al. 1993). However, mist-net transects must be placed in 
closer proximity to each other in study sites encompassing steep or uneven landscape (Ralph et 
al. 1993). When considering financial costs for equipment and labor, mist-netting and bird-
banding is a low-moderately cost-effective bird monitoring method when compared to other 
monitoring options.  
 
Transect Counts 
The approach of transect counts have been widely used in monitoring protocols since it 
are relatively affordable and inexpensive compared to more involved techniques of avian 
monitoring such as mist-netting and bird-banding and nest monitoring (Greene 2012). Similar to 
the application of circular plot point counts, rangefinders are useful for transect counts to 
measure the distance between the detected bird and the transect line and have become relatively 
inexpensive and cost-effective (Gregory et al. 2004). The preferred scale for transect counts are 
at least 10 transects per year for a duration of 10 years to achieve high levels of accuracy and 
precision (Greene 2012). Establishing monitoring studies as long as 10 years increases the 
volume of data to correctly depict avian densities in surveyed transects. The resources required 
to operate transect counts include highly trained avian observers, marked linear transects with 
marked stakes (GPS or marked sites), rangefinders, binoculars, data sheets, and a watch (Greene 
2012). And similar to circular plot point counts, transect counts are conducted within a 10-
minute period, which results in fewer expenses for labor. As a result of the low amount of labor 
and equipment required for transect counts, this method is deemed highly cost-effective and 
financially feasible.  
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Nest Monitoring 
 
Nest monitoring is a moderately cost-effective method, as it requires moderate amounts 
of labor to collect a large sample size but does not require the use of high-end equipment. 
Conservation managers must allot funding to compensate the field researchers for their 
observation time assessing each nest site. Furthermore, nest monitoring requires the use of 
standard equipment such as a telescope, binoculars, mirror pole, and in some cases a pinhole 
camera (with tapes and batteries). Nest monitoring surveys must also be conducted on a large 
scale by assessing at least 20-75 nests to generate accurate conclusions regarding the factors that 
influence population trends and dynamics (Hensler and Nichols 1981; Nur et al. 1999). The 
general spatial scale per nest monitoring plot is approximately 40-50 hectares of land (Ralph et 
al. 1993). However, due to the large scale and moderate amount of labor required to conduct, 
nest monitoring is a moderately cost-effective avian monitoring method.  
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Table 4: Consolidated findings for avian monitoring. 
Consolidated findings provide the monitoring objectives and ranks the level of accuracy, safety, 
efficiency, and financial costs for circular plot point counts, mist-net transects and bird banding, 
transect counts, and nest monitoring. The findings are a sum of the benefits and limitations of 
each monitoring method. 
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Hensler and Nichols 
1981; Martin and Roper 
1988; Ralph et al. 1993; 
Nur et al. 1999; Siegel 
2000; Bader and Bednarz 
2009; Ellis et al. 2009; 
Newlon and Saab 2011; 
Becker and Weisberg 
2015. 
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SECTION 6.0 DISCUSSION 
 
In my paper, I addressed the three main objectives that are frequently used for wildlife 
monitoring, including the assessment of species presence, absence, and distribution, relative 
population abundance, and factors that influence population trends and dynamics. I did not 
address the objective of assessing population trends over time because this objective is 
accomplished by using the same approach as quantifying relative population abundance 
repeatedly over time. Therefore, conclusions and recommendations regarding this objective are 
exactly the same as for the methods that address the objective of measuring population 
abundance. I also chose to focus on the objective of interpreting factors that influences 
population trends and dynamics as opposed to assessing population trends and dynamics over 
time because this objective provides additional insight into population dynamics and requires 
different methods. This allowed for me to examine three major monitoring objectives that 
accomplish different goals in wildlife monitoring. Lastly, when comparing various bird 
monitoring methods, I combine the objectives of assessing species presence, absence, and 
distribution with the objective of quantifying relative population abundance since circular plot 
point counts, transect counts, and mist-netting and bird-banding achieve these two monitoring 
objectives.   
Furthermore, a reoccurring obstacle with reviewing the literature was the lack of 
quantitative data in assessing the accuracy of each monitoring method. Scientific articles rarely 
reported their percent error or levels of accuracy and precision, which made it challenging to 
assess the level of accuracy in certain wildlife monitoring approaches. Instead, I relied heavily on 
qualitative data that depicted the level of success in reaching accurate representation in wildlife 
statistics and trends. Thus, I searched for accuracy limitations such as assumptions and risk of 
bias and accuracy benefits such as positive correlations or lack of assumptions and bias. Similar 
to my approach in examining levels of accuracy, I looked for efficiency limitations such as 
extensive field labor and maintenance requirements or time-consuming data analysis procedures. 
Efficiency benefits ranged from monitoring methods entailing low demand for labor, 
maintenance, and time or if the data analysis phase was relatively straightforward and brief. The 
level of safety was not as difficult to gauge compared to the level of accuracy and efficiency 
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because many monitoring handbooks, scientific articles, and case studies included the level of 
risk and harm inflicted on the field researchers and mammal or bird of study.   
Aside from the challenges I experienced, the level of accuracy, safety, and efficiency 
varied between each of the four mammal monitoring and bird monitoring approaches. It is ideal 
for conservation manager to implement wildlife monitoring techniques with high performance 
and accuracy and safety ratings while requiring low levels of labor and maintenance for projects 
with limited access to resources, time, and funds.  
 
SECTION 6.1 Mammal Monitoring 
 
Objective: Assessing Species Presence, Absence, and Distribution 
When ranking the effectiveness and success of mammal monitoring methods that achieve 
the objectives of assessing species presence, absence, and distribution, the preferred approach is 
wildlife camera trapping. Wildlife camera trapping is more practical in assessing species, 
presence, absence, and distribution compared to methods such as mark-recapture and GPS device 
since it is safer, cost-effective, and highly efficient (Kauffman et al. 2007). Wildlife camera 
trapping is also the ideal approach in developing a species inventory for common or rare species 
and for acquiring information regarding species activity, distribution, and richness (Tobler et al. 
2008; Martin 2009; Logan, 2016). And it is beneficial that wildlife camera trapping can 
accurately detect the presence and absence of nocturnal mammal species (Coe 2013). Wildlife 
camera trapping provides extremely detailed baseline data such as time of arrival and departure, 
date, group size, and group species composition. Wildlife camera trap methods are also the least 
invasive form of mammal monitoring compared to traditional techniques such as mark-recapture 
and GPS devices (Bater et al. 2011).  
However, there are a few limitations of wildlife camera trapping including camera 
malfunctions due to extreme weather conditions, risk of human disturbances from visiting the 
cameras, and biased results if traps are baited with food (Martin 2009; Bater et al. 2011; Logan 
2016). Regardless of the limitations, the technological advancement of wildlife camera trapping 
remains to be a highly adopted and viable mammal monitoring method due to its high levels of 
accuracy, safety, and efficiency. Therefore, the benefits of wildlife camera trapping greatly 
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outweigh the limitations, which deems wildlife camera trapping the ideal and feasible approach 
to recording species presence, absence, and distribution.  
 
Table 5. Analysis for the most suitable mammal monitoring method used to assess species 
presence, absence, and distribution.  
The level of feasibility is derived from the sum of the benefits, limitations, and financial costs of 
applying wildlife camera trapping. Wildlife camera trapping is the most ideal method compared 
to GPS devices, mark-recapture, and fecal DNA surveying for assessing species presence, 
absence, and distribution. 
 




1) Highly accurate.  
2) Highly safe. 
3) Highly efficient. 
4) Low maintenance 
and low labor. 
5) Constant surveillance 
(monitors day and 
night). 
6) Depicts how 
mammals behave 
naturally in the absence 
of humans. 
7) Extremely durable. 
8) Includes long-lasting 
batteries and high 
capacity SD cards. 
9) Standard software 
simplifies the data 
analysis process. 




image quality in 
poor temporal 
conditions. 
3) Risk of bias 







Larrucea et al. 2007; 
Tobler et al. 2008; 
Olsen et al. 2008; 
Stevens and Serfass 
2008; Martin 2009; 
Bater et al. 2011; Coe, 
2013; Sargeant et al. 
2014; Alonso et al. 
2015; Lerone et al. 
2015; Derugin et al. 
2016; Logan 2016; 
Steenweg et al. 2017. 
 
Objective: Quantifying Relative Population Abundance 
The most effective and successful mammal monitoring methods that achieve the 
objective of quantifying relative species abundance is both fecal DNA surveying and mark-
recapture compared wildlife camera trapping. All of these methods entail many benefits as well 
as many limitations; however, I ranked fecal DNA surveying as the most appropriate choice 
specifically for quantifying population abundance for latrine-specific species such as river otter 
and raccoon and mark-recapture methods for non-latrine specific species. Fecal DNA surveying 
produces high levels of accuracy and safety while requiring low demands for maintenance, labor, 
and financial costs. Also, fecal DNA surveying requires a moderate amount of time to conduct 
and is a non-invasive technique for riparian mammal monitoring protocols. However, fecal DNA 
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surveying is only beneficial for identifying mammal individuals for latrine-specific species due 
to the easily accessible communal location where their fecal matter is disposed. Ultimately, fecal 
DNA surveying provides a newer and non-invasive approach that conservation managers have 
used to successfully calculate and monitor relative population abundance of riparian mammal 
species. Since fecal DNA surveying is more ideal for species such as raccoons and river otters, 
mark-recapture is best monitoring option to quantify relative population abundance for all other 
riparian mammals.  
Despite the fact that mark-recapture is an invasive approach that require moderate 
amounts of labor and time to conduct the trapping and marking procedures, it is still one of the 
most commonly used forms of wildlife monitoring for several reasons. This may be due the 
absence of better method to quantify relative population abundance for non-latrine species, thus 
mark-recapture is the most reliable. Furthermore, mark-recapture is one of the most practiced 
mammal monitoring method to quantify relative population abundance because it achieves 
moderate levels of accuracy, safety, and efficiency (Table 2). Also, mark-recapture is capable of 
producing highly accurate levels of data if the following four assumptions are satisfied: the 
studied population must be closed; mammals must maintain their marking indicators; marking 
indicator must be properly recorded for each trapping location, time, and date; and that each 
captured mammal has a constant and equal probability during each capture interval (Shenk 
2005). However, it is worth noting that mark-recapture is more ideal for smaller mammal species 
compared to larger mammal species due to the greater ease of capturing protocols. Using mark-
recapture allows for conservation managers to assess species richness, relative population 
abundance, and habitat use for a wider range of mammal species, whereas fecal DNA surveying 
is the more suitable method for quantifying relative population abundance of a more narrow 
range of mammals.  
Lastly, wildlife camera trapping is the best choice for assessing mammal presence, 
absence, and distribution; however, it is not a feasible method for quantifying relative species 
abundance. Wildlife camera trapping does not achieve the objective of estimating relative 
population abundance, as it is highly difficult and inefficient to identify mammal individuals 
from photo data captured by the camera traps. Using wildlife camera trapping to identify 
mammal individuals can result in repeat observations of the same individuals within a population 
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(Kauffman 2007). Identifying mammal individuals are only accurate if they possess specific or 
unique external features or pelage characteristic including tail or facial markings, body spots or 
stripes, and scars (Alonso et al. 2015). Alonso et al. (2015) was unable to identify certain 
mountain lion individuals from camera data that generated low quality images due to lighting 
(sun glare or extreme weather conditions) and distance (e.g., mammal was too close or too far 
from the trap). Thus, wildlife camera trapping systems is not an efficient method to estimate 
relative population abundance. However, wildlife camera trapping still remains to be the most 
suitable monitoring technique for developing mammal species inventories based on species 
presence and absence. In essence, the most effective and successful of mammal monitoring 
method that attains relative population abundance estimates is fecal DNA surveying for latrine 
species and mark-recapture for non-latrine species compared to wildlife camera trapping. 
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Table 6. Analysis for the most suitable mammal monitoring method used to quantify 
relative population abundance. The level of feasibility is derived from the sum of the benefits, 
limitations, and financial costs of applying fecal DNA surveying, mark-recapture, and wildlife 
camera trapping. Fecal DNA surveying is the most suitable method to quantify relative mammal 
population abundance for latrine species, whereas mark-recapture is more suitable for non-latrine 
species. 
 
Methods Benefits Limitations Costs Feasibility Sources 
Fecal DNA 
Surveying 
1) Highly safe and 
efficient. 
2) Non-invasive. 
3) Moderately accurate. 
4) Identifies mammal 
individuals.  
5) Detector dogs 
increase efficiency in 
sample spotting. 
6) Low labor and 
maintenance demands. 
7) More ideal for 
difficult to capture 
species. 
1) Most common in species with 
communal latrine systems. 
2) Samples must be fresh (within 
one day) to ensure accuracy. 
3) Not all individuals will deposit 
fecal matter at a site, thus, 
detection is missed. 
4) Some species consume fecal 
matter. 
5) Extreme climatic conditions 














Gallant et al. 2007; 
Roberts et al. 
2008; Martin, 
2009; Mowry et al. 
2011; Jeffress et al. 
2011; Mowry et al. 
2011; Brzeski et al. 
2013; Stansbury et 
al. 2014; Godwin 




1) Moderately safe, 
efficient, and accurate. 
2) Marking indicators 
are safe: temporary 
dyes, ear tags, and hair 
or nail clippings. 
3) Captures nocturnal 
and diurnal species. 
1) Invasive procedure. 
2) Labor-intensive. 
3) Limited to small-medium sized 
mammals. 
4) Assumes all mammals have 
equal chance at capture. 
5) There is limited retention of 
marking indicators. 
6) Data could be bias for baiting 
the traps. 
7) Ear tags are not suitable for 
mammals with small ears. 










Laerm et al. 1999; 











1) Highly safe. 
2) Highly efficient: 
Low maintenance and 
low labor. 
3) Constant surveillance 
(monitors day and 
night). 
4) Depicts how 
mammals behave 
naturally in the absence 
of humans. 
5) Extremely durable. 
6) Includes long-lasting 
batteries and high 
capacity SD cards. 
1) Risk of camera malfunctions. 
2) Degrades image quality in poor 
temporal conditions. 
3) Risk of bias data due to baiting 
traps. 
4) Risk of double-counting the 
same individual mammal. 
5) Limited to identifying mammal 
individuals with distinctive 
external pelage patterns (i.e., 
striped fur, spotted fur, fur shades, 




Infeasible Larrucea et al. 
2007; Tobler et al. 
2008; Olsen et al. 
2008; Stevens and 
Serfass 2008; 
Martin 2009; Bater 
et al. 2011; Coe, 
2013; Sargeant et 
al. 2014; Alonso et 
al. 2015; Lerone et 
al. 2015; Derugin 
et al. 2016; Logan 
2016; Steenweg et 
al. 2017. 
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Objective: Assessing Factors Influencing Population Trends and Dynamics 
 
The most feasible and successful mammal monitoring method that assesses the factors 
influencing population trends and dynamics are GPS devices. More specifically, radio collars are 
suitable for adult mammals, whereas radio-transmitting implants are ideal for newly born and 
juvenile mammals. Data gained from GPS devices via radio-transmitting implants and radio 
collars are highly beneficial to conservation managers and policy makers as it produces accurate 
data over extended periods of time. Even though GPS devices are low to moderately safe and 
require a moderate amount of time and labor to conduct, they are useful in collecting highly 
accurate findings. Both forms of GPS device are beneficial in detecting mortality, cause of 
mortality, and movement patterns of the target individual using powerful frequency telemetry 
(Clements et al. 2011; Moriarty et al. 2012). 
Moreover, the main benefit that Hamilton et al. (2010) claimed was that radio collars 
include detection of mortality. The mortality feature grants researchers and biologists the 
opportunity to understand the cause of the fatality once carcasses are retrieve for necropsy. The 
mortality feature offered by GPS devices has allowed researchers to learn more about the life 
cycles and population trends with riparian mammal species such as mountain lion, elk, and 
rabbits. It is critical to record the deaths and births of mammal populations in order to assess 
population growth and decline over extended periods of time. 
Furthermore, implanting radio-transmitters is the more appropriate approach to assess the 
aspects that impact population trends and dynamics specifically for newly born mammals. This 
was explicitly clarified in Moriarty et al. (2012) explanation that implants do not impede their 
growth; the mother or other external forces cannot remove the implants; and the placement of the 
implant is closer to the center of gravity of the mammal individual. It is also crucial to recognize 
that although radio-transmitting implants can cause risks to the captured mammal, this method 
resulted in no deaths and no internal health implications on the organs for the particular study 
conducted by Moriarty et al. (2012). As mentioned above, implanting procedures are briefly 
conducted within 10 minutes and veterinarians utilize effective anesthetics to reduce overall 
animal stress (Moriarty et al. 2012). 
Ultimately, the benefit of generating highly valuable and accurate data outweighs the 
drawbacks of this method earning moderate safety and efficiency ratings. As a result, the most 
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feasible mammal monitoring methods to assess factors influencing population trends and 
dynamics are radio collars for adult mammals and radio-transmitting implants for newly born 
and juvenile mammals. 
 
Table 7. Analysis for the most suitable mammal monitoring method used to assess factors 
influencing population trends and dynamics. 
The level of feasibility is derived from the sum of the benefits, limitations, and financial costs of 
applying GPS devices in the form of radio-transmitting implants and radio collars. Radio collars 
are the most ideal method to assess factors influencing population trends and dynamics for adult 
mammals. And radio-transmitting implants is the most ideal approach to assess factors 
influencing population trends and dynamics in juvenile mammals.  
 
 









1) Highly accurate.  
2) Detects mortality. 
3) Lasts between 13-17 
months. 
4) Does not impede on 
juvenile mammal’s growth. 
5) Mother cannot remove 
implants on juveniles. 
6) Implants are closer to 
center of gravity for juvenile. 
 
1) Moderately unsafe/ dangerous  
2) Invasive surgical procedure. 
3) Requires moderate-high 
amounts of labor. 
4) Health risks for field 


















Vance et al. 
2013; 
Sargeant et 





1) Highly accurate.  
2) Moderately safe. 
3) Moderately efficient. 
4) Detects mortality. 
5) Batteries in radio collars 
last between 18 month-9 
years before next switch. 
1) Moderate level of difficulty to 
capture certain species for collar 
fittings. 
2) Labor-intensive to capture, 
record, tag, release, recapture 
mammals for consecutive years. 
3) Health risks for field 
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SECTION 6.2 Bird Monitoring  
 
Objective: Assessing Specie Presence, Absence, and Distribution and Quantifying Relative 
Population Abundance 
 
When ranking the effectiveness and success of avian monitoring methods that achieve the 
objective of assessing bird species presence, absence, and distribution, and quantifying relative 
population abundance, the preferred approach is circular plot point counts compared to transect 
counts and mist-netting and bird-banding. Ranking the most suitable and feasible approach 
between circular plot point counts, transect counts, and mist-netting and bird-banding was 
challenging since circular plot point counts and transect counts are relatively similar regarding 
benefits and limitations. Both circular plot point counts and transect counts are deemed 
financially feasible and are highly safe methods, whereas mist-netting and bird-banding methods 
are moderately dangerous and are low to moderately cost-effective to apply (Table 8). Even 
though bird-banding and mist-netting are used to assess relative population abundance by 
identifying bird individuals, they are still the least feasible form of avian monitoring compared to 
the three other methods I analyzed due to the fact that it is moderately dangerous, low to 
moderately cost-effective, moderately efficient, and produces moderately accurate data (Table 
8). Golet et al. (2011) stated that circular plot point counts are more suitable for accurately 
depicting avian abundance estimates compared to the mist-netting approach. 
Despite, transect counts having higher efficiency rates and lower risk of data error 
compared to circular plot point counts and mist-netting and bird-banding, circular plot point 
counts are still the most ideal and commonly used form of avian monitoring. The reason being, is 
that circular plot point counts are more suitable for dense and small ranges often seen in riparian 
ecosystems, whereas transect counts are more suitable for open and large ecosystems such as 
grasslands, coastal, and oceanic habitats (Table 8; Gregory et al. 2004; Greene 2012). This is 
evident in studies using transect counts such as Dobkin and Rich (1998), where 58% of their 
avian vocalization detection were compromised by the dense vegetation within the woody 
riparian ecosystems. Therefore, transect counts are more logistically suitable for exposed habitats 
that are not densely vegetated such as riparian ecosystems (Greene 2012).  
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The 19 out of the 38 avian monitoring studies I analyzed for this paper applied circular 
plot point counts over transect counts despite the fact that transect count methods are more 
efficient and accurate in detecting avian species presence, absence, distribution, and relative 
abundance. Siegel (2000) and Greene (2012) suggested that transect counts may achieve higher 
rates of accuracy and precision compared to circular plot point counts mainly due to the 
allocation of more surveying time found with transects counts (Table 8). Not only is more time 
allocated for field surveyors to cover more ground and gather more data, but transect counts are 
also less likely to account for spotted bird individuals more than once (Table 3; Siegel 2000; 
Greene 2012). Field observers are less likely to double count bird individuals since they are in 
constant movement along the designated transect line (Table 3; Siegel 2000; Greene 2012). 
However, Lehmkuhl et al. (2007) decreased the risk of double counting bird individuals in 
circular plot point counts by having the field surveyors record the detection location of each sited 
bird on their data sheet plots. And unlike the sedentary structure of circular plot point count 
surveys, transect counts typically disturb the more mysterious and cautious bird species due to 
the noisy disturbances from field biologists walking along marked transects (Table 3; Table 8; 
Gregory et al. 2004). Both circular plot point counts and transect counts are commonly applied 
since they are both adaptable to freshwater, marine, and terrestrial ecosystems (Gregory et al. 
2004). Ultimately, the preferred approach to assessing bird species presence, absence, 
distribution, and relative abundance is circular plot point counts compared to transect counts and 
mist-netting and bird-banding. 
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Table 8: Analysis for the most suitable avian monitoring method used to assess species 
presence, absence, distribution, and relative abundance.  
The level of feasibility is derived from the sum of the benefits, limitations, and financial costs of 
applying circular plot point counts in the form of variable radius circular plot point counts and 
fixed radius circular plot point counts, transect counts in the form of strip transect counts and line 
transect counts, and mist-netting and bird-banding. Circular plot point counts are the most ideal 
method to assess avian species presence, absence, distribution, and relative abundance. 
 












1) Low labor and 
maintenance. 
2) Non-invasive. 
3) Highly safe 
4) Highly accurate 
5) Highly time-efficient. 
6) Stationary approach 
allows field biologist to 
encounter species that 
are more difficult or rare 
to detect. 
7) Ideal for dense 
habitats such as riparian 
ecosystems. 
8) Can be conducted in 
terrestrial, freshwater, 
and marine ecosystems.  
1) Must fulfill the assumption of 
constant proportionality of estimated 
population detectability. 
2) Can account for the same bird 
individual more than once. 
3) Must rely heavily on vocal clues if 
visual observations are limited. 
4) Extreme weather conditions such as 
rain, fog, or wind, also inhibits the 
vocalization of birds and reduces the 
visibility of the plots. 
5) Close proximity to flowing water 
causes water-noise interference when 
detecting avian vocalization. 
6) Results are contingent on the varying 







Ralph et al. 
1993; Dobkin 
and Rich 1998; 
Siegel 2000; 
Bryce et al. 
2002; Norvell et 
al. 2003; 
Whitworth et al. 
2007; Klein et 
al. 2007; Luther 
et al. 2008; 
Golet et al. 
2008; Crosbie et 
al. 2011; Golet 
et al. 2011; 
Venier et al. 
2012; Gilbert et 
al. 2013; Vance 
et al. 2013; 













1) Moderately safe  
2) Noninvasive. 
3) Highly safe 
4) Relatively 
straightforward 
procedural structure that 
requires only a single 
observer to manage. 
5) Since, it is conducted 
within fixed boundaries, 
field observers do not 
have to estimate the 
distance between them 
and the spotted bird 
individual. 
6) Can be conducted in 
terrestrial, freshwater, 
and marine ecosystems. 
1) Most effective in large, open ranges 
(riparian ecosystem are typically dense 
and small). 
2) Variation in walking pace, ability of 
detection, and level of experience of 
each observer can cause a discrepancy in 
data collection 
3) Line transects and strip transects often 
times frighten or disturb the more 
cryptic, shy, or defensive bird species 
due to noise disturbances from walking. 
4) Assumes that each bird individual and 
bird species are equally detectable 
within each transect. 
5) Must rely heavily on vocal clues if 













Ralph et al. 
1993; Dobkin 
and Rich 1998; 
Nur et al. 1999; 
Siegel 2000; 
Gregory et al. 
2004; Whitworth 











2) Moderately accurate. 
1) Invasive procedure. 
2) Labor-intensive. 








Ralph et al. 
1993; Siegel 
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Banding 3) Does not “bait” nets 




sample birds in varying vegetation 
layers. 
4) Assumes all bird individuals have 
equal chance at capture. 
5) There is limited retention and 
visibility of marking bands. 
6) Assumes that birds fly freely within a 
population. 
7) Assumes that population is closed. 
8) Assumes that banding method does 
not impact the ability for bird 
individuals to be recaptured. 
9) Requires extensive training for bird 
observers to capture, remove, handle, 
and mark bird individuals. 
10) Mist-netting entails high risk of 
severely entangling and harming 
captured birds. 
effective 2000; Gregory et 
al. 2004; Skagen 
et al. 2005; 
Golet et al. 




Objective: Assessing Factors Influencing Population Trends and Dynamics  
 
Finally, the preferred approach to assessing factors that influence avian population trends 
and dynamics is nest monitoring compared to mist-netting and bird-banding.	  Ralph et al. (1993) 
deemed nest monitoring as the more appropriate approach to monitoring bird populations within 
a specific riparian habitat when compared to mist-netting and bird-banding. The reason being is 
that field researchers are able to produce moderate to highly accurate data while doing so in a 
moderately safe and moderately cost-effective approach. The data gathered from nest monitoring 
accurately depicts the productivity and population growth within the specific study sites over 
extended periods of time. As mentioned before, the application of high-resolution infrared 
camera systems in nest monitoring ensures constant surveillance of nests to produce accurate 
data without the potential of harming the nest, eggs, hatchling, or adult bird individuals.  
However, the two major drawbacks from applying nest monitoring are that this method 
can be time and labor-intensive for the field researchers and the sample size must be large (Table 
9). Nest monitoring is less efficient compared to circular plot point counts and transect counts 
when considering the amount of time and labor required to search and observe nest sites. The 
initial nest discovery is labor and time-consuming for the team of field observers to conduct 
(Ralph et al. 1993). Siegel (2000) discussed that nest monitoring is largely labor-intensive 
because observers must visit nesting sites every 3-4 days, or more to ensure accuracy. It is also 
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important to collect a large enough sample size ranging between 20-75 individuals nest when 
conducting nest monitoring (Hensler and Nichols 1981; Nur et al. 1999). Therefore, nest 
monitoring is a moderately cost-effective method because it requires the collection of large 
sample sizes and moderate amounts of labor, but does not require the use of high-end equipment. 
In addition, mist-netting and bird-banding are useful when assessing adult survivorship, 
recruitment, and population dynamics over time by quantifying recapture rates of birds banded 
from previous seasons (Ralph et al. 1993). Mist-netting and bird-banding produces moderately 
accurate data; however, it is low to moderately safe, low to moderately cost-effective, and 
moderately efficient (Table 9). Mist-netting and bird-banding is not ideal for bird species that are 
difficult to capture, which is why nest monitoring is more appropriate. More importantly, the 
mist-netting and bird-banding approach presents many more limitations compared to the few 
limitations experience with the application of nest monitoring (Table 9). Therefore, the benefits 
of nest monitoring greatly outweigh the limitations, granting nest monitoring as the most feasible 
approach for assessing population dynamics over time compared to mist-netting and bird-
banding.  
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Table 9: Analysis for the most suitable avian monitoring method used to assess population 
trends and dynamics over time.   
The level of feasibility is derived from the sum of the benefits, limitations, and financial costs of 
applying nest monitoring and mist netting and bird banding. Nest monitoring is the most suitable 
method to assess factors that influence avian population trends and dynamics compared to mist-
netting and bird-banding. 
 








4) More ideal 
for species that 
are difficult to 
capture. 






nesting pair for 
the course of 
their life. 
1) Must collect extensive sample size 
(approximately 20-75 nests). 
2) High labor demands and time-
consuming. 
3) Limited visibility (nests must be 
below 8-13 meters in tree height). 
4) Nesting failure can sometimes be 
difficult to assess if observer does not 
witness the immediate reason. 
5) Causes indirect adverse stress onto 









Martin and Roper 
1988; Ralph et al. 
1993; Nur et al. 
1999; Siegel 
2000; Bader and 
Bednarz 2009; 
Ellis et al. 2009; 
Newlon and Saab 









3) Does not 
“bait” nets to 




1) Invasive procedure. 
2) Labor-intensive. 
3) Mist-net transects do not evenly 
sample birds in varying vegetation 
layers. 
4) Assumes all bird individuals have 
equal chance at capture. 
5) There is limited retention and 
visibility of marking bands. 
6) Assumes that birds fly freely within 
a population. 
7) Assumes that population is closed. 
8) Assumes that banding method does 
not impact the ability for bird 
individuals to be recaptured. 
9) Requires extensive training for bird 
observers to capture, remove, handle, 
and mark bird individuals. 
10) Mist-netting entails high risk of 








Ralph et al. 1993; 
Siegel 2000; 
Gregory et al. 
2004; Skagen et 
al. 2005; Golet et 
al. 2011; Latta et 
al. 2012. 
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SECTION 7.0 MANAGEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS  
 
Many of the wildlife monitoring projects referred to in this paper shared common 
drawbacks and limitations regarding the structure, approach, and scope of their study. The most 
prevalent issue that all the handbooks I refer to focused on the structure of wildlife monitoring 
projects and the lack of defining the key wildlife monitoring objective(s). Another limitation 
regarding the scope of certain wildlife monitoring projects was that conservation managers limit 
the study to only utilizing one monitoring approach instead of two or more to later utilize for 
comparison in data. And the third prevalent issue was that field biologists failed to collect a large 
enough sample size due to resource, time, and labor limitations. These issues were frequently 
discussed in the majority of the articles, case studies, reports, and handbooks used in this paper. 
 
1) Define monitoring objectives, identify target species, and consider resources available 
Selecting the most suitable wildlife monitoring methods are primarily contingent on the 
project’s objective(s), target species, and resources available such as time, funds, and/or labor 
(Martin 2009). Conservation managers are more successful in accomplishing monitoring goals 
when considering their objectives, target species, and resources available. As mentioned in the 
discussion section, I considered which of the following wildlife monitoring methods were most 
suitable when considering these important factors including monitoring objectives, target 
species, and financial costs.  
Furthermore, the three main objectives set forth by mammal and bird monitoring 
protocols include: specie presence, absence, and distribution; relative population abundance; and 
factors influencing population trends and dynamics. The objectives of a monitoring plan frame 
what the researchers are trying to attain and they will ultimately dictate the focus of the 
prescribed monitoring efforts (Coe 2013). Thus, it is critical for conservation managers to define 
the monitoring objectives early on and to plan accordingly in order to ensure that the chosen 
wildlife monitoring method will achieve the intended goals. Essentially, the three monitoring 
objectives discussed above function as guides for the conservation managers when deciding what 
monitoring method is the most suitable.  
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Furthermore, wildlife monitoring objectives and the field methods conducted by field 
researchers are closely interconnected within a feedback loop (Figure 10). Monitoring objectives 
dictate which monitoring method would be more suitable; however, the applied field methods 
have the ability to influence and adjust the monitoring objective(s) as well (Figure 10). This is 
evident in scenarios where the monitoring objective may be revised after the monitoring 
protocols have been implemented due to the target species, site location, or the labor, time, and 
financial demands of a certain monitoring method (Gregory et al. 2004). As a result, 
conservation managers may revise their initial monitoring objectives by narrowing the scope and 
reducing the size of sampling plots (Gregory et al. 2004). The probability of having to revise or 
redefine monitoring objectives is greatly reduced when conservation managers consider the level 
of feasibility as a sum of all the benefits and limitations of certain wildlife monitoring methods 
prior to implementing their wildlife monitoring projects.  
 
 
Figure 10: Interconnected feedback cycle incorporating survey objectives, survey design, 
sampling strategy, and field methods.  
Monitoring objectives typically dictate which monitoring method would be more suitable; 
however, the applied field methods have the ability to influence and adjust the monitoring 
objective(s) (Gregory et al. 2004). 
 
Additionally, conservation managers must identify the target species in order to select the 
proper monitoring method. The age, size, and behavioral characteristics of the target species are 
a few critical factors that will dictate which method is more suitable. For example, the method of 
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nest monitoring is typically applied for species that entail high levels of difficulty and labor to 
capture such as the bald eagle, which is why bird banding and mist netting would not be a 
feasible option. On the other hand, many studies examined in this paper generally used bird 
banding and mist netting to monitor smaller avian species of songbirds and landbirds (Rigney et 
al. 1989; Siegel 2000; Skagen et al. 2005; Golet et al. 2011; Latta et al. 2012). Similarly, mark-
recapture is not ideal for large or aggressive species that require high amounts of labor and time 
to frequently capture such as bear or mountain lion; however, mark-recapture would be a more 
suitable approach for smaller riparian species such as rodents, deer, and small carnivore species 
that are relatively easier to capture (Martin 2009). 
Lastly, the resources available for monitoring projects including time, funds, and/or labor 
are also a major factor to consider when selecting the most suitable wildlife monitoring method. 
Monitoring methods such as GPS devices, mark-recapture, and mist-netting and bird-banding are 
all generally less cost-effective compared to methods such as wildlife camera trapping, transect 
counts, and circular plot point counts (Table 2; Table 4). For monitoring projects with lower 
financial support, methods such as wildlife camera trapping, fecal DNA surveying, transect 
counts, and circular plot point counts are more suitable for monitoring protocols with lower 
financial support. In comparison, GPS devices via radio-transmitting implants and radio collars, 
mark-recapture, and mist-netting and bird-banding may be the more ideal route for monitoring 
plans with greater funding. Conservation managers must be prepared to allocate additional funds 
for monitoring methods that are more labor-intensive. After conservation managers review the 
financial constraints, they must deliberate which wildlife monitoring method is logistically 
feasible.  
 
2) Combine more than one approach in a monitoring plan or study 
Implementing multiple monitoring methods provides conservation managers the 
opportunity to achieve multiple objectives and gain a broader evaluation regarding the target 
species of their study. Combining more than one monitoring method in a study also allows for 
conservation managers to cross analyze amongst data collected by different methods if they 
achieve the same objectives. As seen in Figure 11, field researchers have applied ear tags and 
radio collars to quantify relative population abundance and to assess factors influencing 
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population trends and dynamics. For example, Rigney et al. (1989), Golet et al. (2011), Skagen 
et al. (2005) implemented both mist-netting and bird-banding and variable radius circular plot 
point counts into their avian monitoring study because both monitoring methods achieve the 
objective of gaining avian relative abundance estimates. Studies such as Golet et al. (2008) 
combined multiple avian monitoring methods such as circular plot point counts and nest 
monitoring to evaluate relative population abundance and to assess factors that influence avian 
population trends and dynamics. Combining multiple monitoring approaches is not only 
applicable to avian monitoring but also works for mammal monitoring. Lomolino and Perault 
(2001), Alonso et al. (2015), and Sargeant et al. (2014) implemented both mark-recapture and 
wildlife camera trapping to effectively assess mammal species presence, absence, distribution, 
and relative abundance. Thus, it may be beneficial and effective to incorporate multiple 




Figure 11: Deer individual marked with ear tags and radio collars. 
Field researchers applied ear tags and radio collars to quantify relative population abundance and 
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3) Compartmentalize avian monitoring into designated bird guilds  
A beneficial approach to monitoring bird individuals or populations is to focus a study on 
a specific subset of bird species as opposed to including a wide range of bird species. Riparian 
bird communities are large, diverse, and hard to characterize, which increases the risk of 
producing erroneous conclusions if bird species are not broken down into smaller subgroups 
(Kus and Beck 2001; Nally et al. 2008). Kus and Beck (2001) claimed that conservation 
managers who categorize bird species into guilds, habitat type, and foraging style, are able to 
produce more precise conclusions. Thus, classifying the avian abundance for variety of bird 
species into designated guilds allows field biologists to understand the ways in which bird 
populations respond to natural or anthropogenic disturbances (Bryce et al. 2002). Not only does 
this approach ensure proper allocation of time and resources, but it also reduces the large number 
of species being studied to avoid the conflict of comparing too large of communities with 
different compositions. Compartmentalizing avian species into designated guilds will result in 
generating standardized data to accurately assess restoration success. Thus, implementing a 
species-specific monitoring approach enhances the accuracy of data collected because it has a 
more specific and narrow focus on the study subject (Gardali et al, 2006). Ultimately, I 
recommend that conservation managers should monitor bird populations with this specific subset 
of species to ensure providing standardized quantitative findings to evaluate restoration success.  
 
4) Maintain monitoring consistency 
Consistency in monitoring is a vital factor throughout the entire mammal and avian 
monitoring process, as it ensures that conservation managers are accurately depicting wildlife 
occupation, abundance, and population trends. Martin (2009) highlighted major factors of 
wildlife monitoring that must remain consistent such as monitoring season, sample transects or 
sites, and time of day for each consecutive year of a monitoring study. More specifically, surveys 
and counts must be conducted during the same time of the day for each day of the survey. It is 
also critical that each count and survey is conducted by the same monitoring staff to ensure non-
biased results (Martin 2009). If it is not possible to employ the same field researchers for a 
wildlife monitoring project year after year, then it is highly encouraged for conservation 
managers to employ field biologist with similar level of experience to continue the duration of 
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the monitoring surveys. This is more commonly seen with long-term projects that have higher 
turnover rates of field observers and wildlife biologists. Becker and Weisberg (2015) designated 
the same observer to age and assess all nests throughout the duration of the nest monitoring study 
to ensure consistency. It is important to note that consistency in protocols can be applicable to all 
forms of wildlife monitoring. Thus, I highly recommend ensuring monitoring consistency for all 




Figure 12: Field researchers collecting data from monitoring projects. 
(Left) Two field researchers conducting small-mammal monitoring and recording mark-
recapture data from their Sherman live traps (Photo from: 
http://wild49.biology.ualberta.ca/page/9/). (Right) Two avian field researchers from Point Blue 
Conservation Science are recording their bird observations (Photo from: www.pointblue.org/our-
science-and-services/conservation-science/bays-wetlands-rivers/). 
 
5) Provide an adequate scale for wildlife monitoring (timescale and sample size)  
 
Long-term monitoring protocols are more effective and indicative of changes and trends 
in wildlife distribution, occupation, abundance, and population dynamics over time compared to 
short-term monitoring protocols. The majority of studies I examined concluded that their studies 
would have represented inventories and population trends in the target species more accurately if 
the study was conducted over a longer period of time. Nur et al. (1999) claimed that it requires 
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one year to determine avian species presents and absence and one to two years to determine 
relative population abundance via circular plot point count methods. Mist-netting and bird-
banding also requires one year to assess avian presence and absence and one to three years to 
determine relative population abundance (Nur et al. 1999). Nest monitoring typically requires 
one to three years to determine breeding success and population dynamics (Nur et al. 1999). 
Wildlife camera trapping requires one year to determine species presence, absence, and 
distribution. Mark-recapture method have commonly been utilized in studies to quantify relative 
population abundance for a duration of 1-2 years (Laerm et al. 1999; Falck et al. 2003; 
Queheillalt and Morrison 2006; Robert et al. 2008), whereas GPS devices have been applied in 
studies to assess population trends and dynamics over periods of three or more years (Hamilton 
et al. 2010; Clements et al. 2011; Moriarty et al. 2012; Vance et al. 2013; Sargeant et al. 2014).   
Overall, time constraints for conducting wildlife assessments is a common limiting factor seen in 
mammal and avian monitoring.  
And as mentioned earlier in the discussion, it is highly essential to collect a large sample 
sizes within a study site to reach accurate conclusions. Gregory et al. (2004) stated that 
monitoring studies that attained larger sample sizes produced more precise findings. Hensler and 
Nichols (1981) reported that nest-monitoring methods must assess a minimum of 20 bird nests in 
order to accurately and precisely approximate the percentage of successful nests in a study plot, 
whereas Nur et al. (1999) recommends a sample size of 75 bird nests to achieve high levels of 
accuracy and precision in estimating nest success. However, Gregory et al. (2004) also points out 
that in reality, the sample sizes within monitoring studies are strongly contingent by factors such 
as the labor and financial resources that are readily available. Wildlife monitoring projects must 
attain large sample sizes within adequate periods of time in order to sufficiently achieve 
monitoring objectives set forth by conservation managers. 
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SECTION 8.0 CONCLUSION  
 
Ultimately, successful wildlife monitoring is contingent on factors such as monitoring 
objectives, target species, and the resources available. Wildlife monitoring provides researchers, 
policy-makers, and stakeholders the opportunity to improve the effectiveness of future projects 
(Beck et al. 2010). Wildlife monitoring also guides the development of future management and 
conservation policies. With that said, the purpose of this paper was to clearly highlight the most 
successful and feasible monitoring method for mammals and birds of riparian ecosystems within 
the western United States. After comparing the overall level of logistical feasibility as a sum of 
the benefits, limitations, and financial costs of all eight mammal and bird monitoring methods, I 
conclude that there is no single perfect approach to monitoring wildlife. It is critical to 
understand that the monitoring objective, target species, and available resources ultimately 
frames the direction that researchers will take in order to achieve their monitoring goals. First, 
wildlife camera trapping is the ideal approach to assess mammal species presence, absence, and 
distribution (Table 10). Fecal DNA surveying is the most suitable method for quantifying 
relative mammal population abundance for species utilizing latrine systems and mark-recapture 
is suitable for all other mammal species (Table 10). GPS devices in the form of radio-
transmitting implants are the ideal method for assessing factors influencing population dynamics 
for newly born and juvenile mammal, whereas radio collars are suitable for assessing factors 
influencing population trends and dynamics for adult mammal individuals (Table 10). For avian 
monitoring, circular plot point counts are the most suitable method to assess bird species 
presence, absence, distribution, and relative population abundance and nest monitoring is the 
most feasible method for assessing factors that influence avian population trends and dynamics 
(Table 10).  
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Table 10: Consolidated key findings for the most suitable mammal and avian monitoring 
methods. 
 
Monitoring objective Most suitable mammal 
monitoring methods 










Fecal DNA Surveying for 
latrine-specific species. 
Circular Plot point 
Counts 
Mark-Recapture for non-
latrine specific species. 
Assess factors 
influencing 
population trends and 
dynamics over time. 
GPS Device (Radio 
Collars) for adults 
Nest Monitoring 
GPS Device (Radio-
Transmitting Implants) for 
juveniles 
 
Practical and feasible wildlife monitoring considers the three main factors including 
monitoring objectives, the target species, and resources available within the study. These 
conclusions take into consideration all three of these main factors when selecting the most 
suitable monitoring plan for riparian ecosystems of the western United States. The ideal 
monitoring methods discussed above achieves the monitoring objectives set forth by 
conservation managers, require the least amount of resources, and are applicable to the widest 
variety of mammalian and avian species.  
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